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Note

The becoming of the self seems to peek on us in child-

hood, and smile on us through adulthood. We are fortunate to

laugh and sigh and disagree with each other’s moments; these are

the instances in which we feel ourselves grow.

Thanks goes to contibutors, for being fearless in opinion,

daring in humor, passionate in purpose, and The Antonym of

Uniformi ty-

I intend The Prairie Light Review to represent the whole

community, in its array. I deeply appreciate the editorial staff of

this magazine, for insight and dedicated work toward this goal.

This includes Rvan Brandys, for his concocted solutions to, now,

nonexistent problems.

Our creativity is the core of who we are. As we move into

this technical age, we begin to fear our creativity is limited by

the buttons on our controllers. I want to thank all the artists

who submitted to this magazine for letting form give way to

content, and resisting the trend of uniformity, in art and in psy-

chological mindset. All creative art is inherently rebellious.

Thank you to Tammie Bob and Dave McGrath for giving

me the proper tools and encouraging my ambitious nature.

Thank you Sarah Lensink for your talents, eagerness and dedica-

tion. Thank you Mike Foerstel and Meri Phillips for being inte-

gral parts of the COD Community. Thank you Kathleen Ward for

helping me to grow as a writer and a critic. Thank you to Gil and

the rest of the PLR staff for your wit, wisdom, and occasional

napkin portraits.

Thank \°U We gratefully acknowledge Meri Phillips and Student activities,

Dr. Wendolyn Tetlow, Jan Geesaman, and Dr. Shervl Mvlan of the

Liberal Arts Division, Dr. Chris Picard, Vice President of Academic

Affairs, and Joyce Abel of the Continuing Education Division for their

financial support, guidance, and enthusiasm for this project.

-The Editors and Staff

Prairie Light Review Fall 2004
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The Prairie Light Review welcomes original short fiction,

poetry, essays, photographs, and various 2-D and 3-D artwork from

students, faculty, staff and the District 502 community.

All submissions must adhere to the guidelines and be accompa-

nied by a letter of authenticity; they are reviewed anonymous lv by the

editorial board. Address such submissions and correspondence to:

The Prairie Light Review

SRC 1558

College of DuPage

425 Fawell Blvd.

Glen Ellyn, IL 60137

Freelance writers and visual artists are invited to join our editorial staff.

Prairie Light Review is a 1 -Credit Hour class every Wednesday from Noon-2pm.

A word of caution: once you join our staff you might never wrant to leave.
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Letter FromWaverly Station

Natalie Nicholson

My ballet slippers, silver necklace

And Mahalia Jackson LP,

Buried at the bottom of a footlocker

Brought home with the body after the war,

Lie beneath a dress I will never wear.

Please, love, bring them to my parents,

I am leaving, and the light is leaving with me.

He flutters like celluloid through ceiling panes,

Reeled images thread through the projector carriage,

Jostling my memory like luggage in his hand.

Train schedule and ticket,

Tucked like a print handkerchief,

Stuck like a signpost, in his breast pocket.

Down the polished platform we walk,

With its compact iron horses hitched

To countless steel coffins, all marshaled and pinched,

Like so many handsome soldiers and contemplative ciga-

rettes,

The playful interruptions of time and distance,

Smoldering in place with me.

Once and a while, the pent up steam

Huffs against the rails, and you can see that this train, too,

Like the resolute child,

Packing only what has fit into a small suitcase,

Come what will, has made the decision to shuffle,

Like the present age, towards the aperture alone.
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And, if I'm not mistaken, his voice has an echo.

As if, past the coffee and croissant,

He's escorting me to my seat.



The Model Marion and I

Clayton Adams

This impulse to rebuild. To re-construct, panel by panel, roof by roof. Cutting windows

from cardboard to peer a ghostly gaze into the past- sills of ink. My miniature domicile, the

dwelling place of my former life. Glue is my mortar, cementing paper stone block walls like the

rigid memories stuck in my mind. This town and its streets are fragile materials, vulnerable to

destruction, just like the place I once laughed and cried. I laughed at frivolous things then, a puppy
dodging a child in chase. My children cried innocent tears drawn from skinned knees, stubbed toes,

from not getting their wav. Laughter and tears seem as distant as my vision. The loss of place.

This town is different from my town. Its likeness is as haunting as its empty streets. Its

uninhabited silence is deafening. No whispering or clamorous voices resonate off these weak walls.

The smell of paper, ink, and glue is not like the smell of food and fire smoke. Scents of home, of

people young and old, do not shift with the w ind in this contrivance. My daydream stare materi-

alizes the street vendor, the place where 1 bought a pastry of nut and honey, its sweetness flooding

my mouth with saliva. I can only sit silent from afar and watch the invisible creatures bustling,

strolling, busy in their activities. I trace the path I walked a thousand times to our house. I look

into our kitchen w indow, now a square cut in the fabricated wall. There's my wife, dancing the culi-

nary dance, the prelude to our family meal. The waft of bread draws the children to the table.

Why can I not join them? The vision escapes me, leaves me abandoned and empty as the micro-

cosm of memory. This model of life before, the life I once knew. Paper, ink, and glue.

The children sit gazing the puppet. She stands a meter tall, her wooden limbs limited in

their movement. Her facial likeness is not far from my wife's; the sparkling eyed children not far

in likeness from my ow n children. I call her Marion. She is my wife; she is my child's mother. She

takes her first step and stops. I gently angle the stick. I can see my wife, the way she shifted her

weight to her left leg, subtly contorting her posture. She turns to her right and slowly walks a fewT

steps, stops, turns her head toward the wide-eyed children that crowd the platform. Marion

approaches one little girl, who leans forward in amazement. I animate the doll with all my inner

strength. My emotions pour down the strings like tears, dripping life into the doll. Marion stops

centimeters from the girl, leans slightly forward, and spreads her wooden arms like a bird in flight.

I feel the child's embrace in the tips of my fingers, saturating the lifeless limbs and pinions with

love that travels up the strings into the depths of my want. Marion is my wife, the mother of my
children, the mother of motherless children in the camp. Once a wooden doll, her core becomes

soft. Her flesh does not feel like the children she once felt. But for a moment her strings become

lifeless, tying hearts and memories together. We give her life, the children and I. We are the pup-

peteers.

In this camp, even those who lived in my town are now strangers in a strange land--- alive,

but lifeless. Time slothfully climbs further away from the ground. Then he loses grip, falls heavi-

ly to the ground only to begin the climb again. The only things one can grasp are the dissipating

memories of what once was, and will never be again. There are others like me, each with similar

stories, with memories that Hash into their minds like warm sunlight. We have survived the inex-

plicable slaughter, but part of us died there. Here, I can only reconstruct my memories with frag-

ile materials- wood, paper, ink, and glue. I can build portals from erasure to my losses. Sometimes

I force myself into flashing visions of home. I create the blurred image of my town. In my dream,

I control the outcome like a puppet-master. In my dream, I am my home when the shell explodes.

Then, I join my wife and children in dreamless sleep.
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Crossing the Border
Barbara Armbruster

Through a rusty-toothed

gate that squealed

in misery

with every turning,

we crossed the border.

A street dog

passed with us

nipples long

from recent birth

nose working

the urine-scented gutters

to glean a corner

of the crowded market.

We muttered

no dinero

to children

already versed

in street arithmetic,

measuring with hard eyes

our pampered bodies

the strength

of our resistance.

A man with wizened

leather skin,

his burro tricked up

like a zebra,

called out lady

called me mama
seeing my big

noisy family

trailing out behind me
using that soft

voice of deference

that comes from

service and from

anger buried deep.

We bargained:

cutting our eyes

in feigned amazement

at offers, counter-offers

neither

willing to be

thought a fool.



Cheers to Tennesee

Melody Martin
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Elevated

Erica Simon
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Hey, DuPage
U Dog

Hey, DuPage

Gotta deal for ya:

I'll give you a dime bag

Of the best Caribbean insanity

The kind your leaders already travel

Outside the country for and you give me
Less whiteness. Oh, you can keep your skin.

I mean less White-ness. You know, less uptightness.

Less muscle, more bod. Less power, more God. The more

You feel you own this place the more likely it is someone will

Rise against you. I'm talkin' some heavy breathin' knuckle draggin'

Yeast-implanted Chi-town reject who knows exactly how to snap

That chicken bone neck of yours and that cheesy, pan fried smile.

Such erudite lips. Such words separating us from them.

Daily silent battles with what really needs to be. Such

Wars never in the news the snooze button on autopilot

Thanks to that religion that says "We're No. 1,

We're No. 1." A White buddy told me our

Days are numbered. What are they teaching

Kids in Arab schools? What of those

Private lies from Lincoln's time

Honesty was never the best

Policy, foreign or

otherwise.
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Planting the Money Seed
R. Ryan Brandys

Every day I reach into my mailbox and it's the same thing: Another useless stack

of junk mail. There's ’’Gadget Universe!’’ and ’’Things You Never Knew Existed!” and the

more accurate: ’’Useless plastic crap we made for fifty cents in a foreign country!” Oh look,

an ad for fart spray. Its only 99 cents, but do I really need fart spray? This is my brain on

advertising. Tragically there is a person somewhere whose job it was to pack high-pressure

poop-smell into a can. Then they printed this advertisement on recycled paper and sent it

to sit at a thousand doorsteps, all the while anticipating that an anonymous idiot like me
will decide on a whim to avail myself of fart spray. Junk mail is just beg-paper. Here I am
holding an advertisement, being asked for part of my paycheck - right in my own home!

"Want to spend money? Don't lift a finger! We'll come to you!"

Advertisers are smart. They don't send an entire pound of junk mail to the people

in slummy apartment complexes. These people can barely pay rent and its no use trying

to beg the poor. My grandpa lives on a postage-stamp plot of land in a bad neighborhood

and he's never even heard of ”PC Zone.’’ So maybe the more fancy catalogues are kind of

a selective thing; maybe I should be flattered that the "Modern Yuppie Quarterly" has cho-

sen to anoint my mailbox with their beg-paper.

We Americans like to boast about our personal freedoms and our Bill of Rights.

But no matter how many freedoms they give us in America, a freedom from advertising

will never be one of them. This is because manufacturing a thousand cans of fart spray is

the easy part. Finding a thousand idiots who can't live without fart spray is not so easy

The fart spray doesn't get sold and the company falls apart - unless it can plant the seed

in everyone's brain that fart spray might be fun. They have to make us want fart spray.

That's tough to do. But they have figured out the first step: keep people aware of the

product whether they want it or not. To do that, they have to get the public's attention,

because that's fertile brain-soil. They grab that attention just long enough to pitch their

idea and plant the seed. Then all they do is sit back; they let us sad, lonely people yearn

for a while about how cool it would be to torment our families with their fart spray. That

desire sprouts and grows; it even cultivates itself, and after a time they have a whole crop

of us digging through the trash for the fart spray ad we accidentally threw away

Advertisers know the brain-soil is precious, and they compete for it. They know our

attention is the limiting factor. We Americans already spend a third of our lives sleeping

and the other two thirds either screwing off or working to pay our bills. We're very busy

and our attention is naturally focused on our own lives, not their merchandise. That's why,

once they’re finally got us as their captive audience relaxing in front of a super-bowl com-

mercial, they don't waste a single second. They plant that Coca-Cola seed right away,

before Pepsi can. Since I only think about three products at a time (with an active mind
things can get pretty crowded) that limits me to three beg-plants in my plot of brain-soil.

The government knows this, too. They're in league with the corporations. (Wouldn’t

you be if you had all the money?) Merchandisers and the White House both know that our

economy - and our all-important GDP - is constrained by how efficiently the American
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corporations can till the crop of American brain-soil. If they can plant their ideas with cal-

culated precision and harvest us properly, we will grow to be a vast field of eager con-

sumers. That's why the government lias to shoot down the do not call list. It's why tele-

marketers have to call during dinner. It’s why the Supreme Court personally shot down
Napster. Advertising is just so precious to the fabric of our society, that we'll never be free

of it. Essentially, no one is allowed to walk around with barren brain-soil.

If I wanted to live a life free of advertising, I'd have to hide in a cardboard box and

never touch anything electronic ever again. I can't ignore the rest of the world out there,

working hard to manufacture useless merchandise like fart spray. If they want to keep

their jobs it's up to me to buy their crap. But I have enough crap! I don't want to spend

my life endorsing the paychecks of others; I just want to enjoy life. A hundred years ago,

it didn't used to be like this. On the frontier plains, life was hard work, but your mind was

free! Tour thinking-tree wasn't suffocating in a crowded brain-soil. You were free to sprout

your own creative ideas! Today that sounds like bliss!

This makes me question my purpose here. Am I really on this planet to explore the

meaning of the human condition? Do I exist to love beauty, to appreciate art, to learn

about the world and use my distinctiveness to advance the human race? Or is it my lot in

life - to sit back, shut up, and spend? Should I just let them grow their greedy ideas in my
brain and willfully sacrifice my attention span for the good of economic growth? Will they

even let me choose this? Or is my brain-soil already theirs? Everywhere I look I see corpo-

rations trying to stake their claim on my precious brain-soil. Get out! This is my personal

thinking space! I decide what grows here, and it's not going to be my desire for Coca-Cola!

But there's nothing I can do. Everywhere I go I'm being told what to think. Headphones

are in my ears. My brain is on the box. When I drive down the highway: billboards. When
I go on the internet: spam. Someone else's ideas of what I should buy - lurk in my maga-

zines, my newspapers. I can't make it go away; I can't ignore it. If I want to watch a movie,

read an article, or learn anything at all, first I've got to pay the advertisement attention tax.

This world won't even let me exist until I allow it to fill my head with the desire for con-

sumer products. It's a pretty fair trade. I get to decide where I live, what I wear, and who

I think I am - but - they get to control what I think about. For me, they've decided it's

going to be Coca-Cola, Alpine subwoofers, and fart spray. For you, it might be whipped

cream, handcuffs, and Barbie dolls. But either way, this is your brain on advertising. It’s a

merchandising drug and it carefully alters your behavior.

You may not see it, but your brain-soil has become someone else's plantation, and

it's choking your thinking-tree. Even worse, you can't defy the farmer. You're just a crop.

Imagine. Yon are a baby sprout. Your stem thickens and you poke your head out of the

dirt. Tasting the warm air for the first time, you stretch up and look around. You see a

bright, glowing sun and a grove of other stalks just like you. In that moment you realize

that you’ve all been sewn by the farmer. Yon only exist because he wants you here. You are

here to be his money-tree. The farmer's name is Uncle Sam. He’s planted his ideals in your

brain-soil. He is growing an economy, and he cares about you - as long as you contribute

to his taxation-harvest. Don’t worry. He's not going to rip you out of the ground like a car-

rot or grind you into mashed potatoes. Instead, he wants you to grow big and strong, like

a grove of oranges, so he can eat away at yonr ripe wallet-fruit a little at a time.
13



Expatriate

David Thomas

In that month of lightening

The casualty lists were issued again.

It appeared to me that anything there

To do with life was unlikely;

The eyes of its people were distant,

And the heart of its government dead.

There were rumors

You could see the face of God tattooed

On the bearded lady's lips.

Still, the cafes were filled,

The night prospered

(The small arms fire well outside the city).

And love affairs, true or illicit, maintained.

As for my affairs, don't ask:

When my lover told me what had been

Occurring for quite some time

My heart stopped, and went cold,

And then I wondered what I used to do

With my spare time.

Later, I drew up many
Of the lists myself. There was

Never any question of me being

Connected with the front.

Rather, I was seen as a neutral figure,

Who, in this capacity, would be

Of use to the government.

In that month of lightening

The casualty lists grew to enormous lengths.

There were rumors

That even the bearded lady

Turned away at the sight of them.
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Yuppie Junkyard
R. Ryan Brandys
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The Face 401

Mary Yezek
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Lipjazz

Gerald Ryan

Lips play mine in

Be-bop bump of

Wet improvisation.

Licks and darts and

A dance of the tongue

That pushes against mine.

Tasting the reed

Of rough embouchure.

Salacious saxophone solo

That teases remembered

Melody with the first

Tentative pressure of

Your love against

Mine, sending ripples

Of forgotten riffs

Now fresh in throbbing

Downbeat that moans

In growling throats,

That builds in urgent

Strain and climbs in

Panting tempo toward

Free form screams

That climax in

Wild - Mad - Chorus.
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Stops

by Sarah Lensink

There is

A stop sign

At every corner

In the city

. . . want the fast life?

After

Umpteen more

Intersections

You'll hit

The traffic jam

On the highway

Sentiment

Susan Hogan

"Sentiment"

A tiny, frail bird has broken its wing

Deeply inside my heart
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Tunnel Vision

Courtney Erwin
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Untitled

Courtney Erwin
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Johnny Cash

Greg Masciola
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Japonisme
Lesley Carhart

It all started and ended in a cnp of tea.

The first cup of tea is orange pekoe, served in a ceramic cup, a source of comparative bliss

until rudely interrupted by a potato. This potato is about seventeen years old, with liair the color

of straw, and wants to know if that was really my vintage Kawasaki that I left outside or if it is

one T liberated from a boyfriend or lover. I awaken from my reverie, and with my most girlish and

vapid smile, inform the potato that it really is my motorcycle and no, I have no potato-sized hel-

mets to take him along for a ride. I feel a slightly sadistic pleasure watching the apathetic interest

turn to guarded humiliation.

After several rather irritating strings of more and more overtly personal questions from the

potato, and his friend, a gawking, bushy-eyebrowed radish, I abandon all hope of enjoying my rap-

idly cooling tea. I excuse myself. I feel helplessly offended that these irreverent garden-variety veg-

etables intruded on my private sanctuary a corner of a bustling Japanese mall in the heart of the

Little Japan. I escape and wander aimlessly between shops. I mutter an apology of "sumimasen"

as I slip past a middle-aged woman shopping for special treats for Children's Day. Her severe glance

at me is a grim reminder that I too am a garden-variety vegetable. Perhaps I am an onion, some-

thing useful but just offensive enough - that I fit in but am never invited closer.

I am certainly not Japanese. I can study the language and the history and culture for the

rest of my days, but I will never be Japanese. I am too tall, too Caucasian, and too fair haired to

ever resemble the racial genotype. I have no Japanese heritage, nor do any people in my family find

anything but passing curiosity in the culture. I, however, for some reason I cannot name, feel more

at home in the midst of Japonisme than I do immersed in any other foreign culture. It has become

an obsession.

And what of my own culture? I was born and raised here: a good life, with brilliant par-

ents and decent means. The American Dream (or at least what it is this decade.)

But what is American culture? What distinctive thing makes me uniquely American?

Perhaps my bland Mid-Western accent? (So grating to me when I study other languages I adopt

British pronunciations) The fact that I know what number Chalupas are on the Taco Bell drive-

thru menu? (six, but they aren't low-carb or low-fat, so I mustn't eat any more.) Is it my denim
clothes? My military service? The fact that I watch fireworks on the 4th of July and incinerate a

turkey on Thanksgiving?

All together, it seems rather artificial. When I go home, I get lost in mv beautiful Japanese

art, the brilliant depth and simplicity of Yasunari Kawabata and Kobo Abe's writing, the disci-

pline, insight, and wit of Akira Kurosawa and Mamoru Oshii. I immerse myself in Japanese video

game fantasy worlds. I practice yoga and fencing in the evening, then drift off into dreams of other

times and places. Yet I still incinerate a turkey every Thanksgiving.
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A few days later. I'm repairing a broken radio at work when some hapless carrot asks me if

I want to go to a football game. I politely decline, and then, in a flash of resentment, not-so-polite-

ly tell him what 1 think of football. The carrot chalks it up to me being a she-vegetable. I chalk it

up to the fact that watching the football game anywhere but in the safety of my own home will

involve crowding in amongst several hundred SUVs, stomaching warm beer, suspect hotdogs, and

tired jokes about daytime T\ and the mayor; everything I hate about American culture. I end up

having to start over on the radio.

I don't hate being American. I love freedom, democracy, unity- love them so much I would

and have risked my life to protect them. But somewhere in the joining of a thousand cultures and

a billion ideas, we as a people may have lost something which I so desperately seek. I hate the bland

same-ness of American culture. How the remnants of unique history and culture are tucked away

in small, ever dwindling neighborhoods in the big cities. It is, of course, necessary. I am rational

enough to understand this. But some part of me longs for tradition, cultural identity, and beauty.

Even a child knows that when the most striking colors of paint are mixed, they become a dull grev-

brown.

I rush along the grey highway, winged Alecto on a vintage Kawasaki, living past the per-

versely, stubbornly happy occupants of Land Cruisers and Explorers. I want to laugh at them, but

they are much too busy wrangling miniature vegetables and talking about business-love-want-des-

peration-hate-humor-duty-apathy on their cellular phones. I laugh anyway. To hell with them.

I suppose I could have made it easier on myself and picked a culture to adore better suit-

ed to my genetics. I would make a terrific Swede. Unfortunately, I was as coldly stubborn in falling

in love with a culture as I am in falling in love with a human being. My interest in Japan comes

from many sources.

I name them to myself as I select udon noodles from a hundred plastic imitations in a dis-

play case.

Perhaps it is the ability that the Japanese have to absorb other cultures and technology

without losing their own identity. Becoming a work of art instead of a grey palette. Perhaps it is

the centuries of isolationism that kept them unique. Perhaps it is the contrast of severe discipline

and intense sense of beauty. Perhaps it is the sound of flutes or of drums or of bells. The determi-

nation and calm in pouring a cup of tea or fighting a war. Or the willingness to abandon war for-

ever. Perhaps it is the Shinto shrine that is still respected by passing atheists. I am an atheist. I pay

respect to no one except Einstein, Hawking, and Asimov.

My number is called (in English, of course, as I am an onion). I retrieve my noodles and

timidly thank the merchant. She thinks I am a much nicer and saner onion than I really am.

Some people call themselves Chinese-American, African-American, Polish-American,

Indian-American... the list continues as long as there are countries in the world. However, at some

point, vegetables like myself - of ambivalent European descent and lacking a distinctive pheno-

type or surname - come to a generation in our lineage when our parents forget to tell us where

great-great-great-grandmother was from and we are simply Nothing-American, American-

American, a hybrid of a hundred nationalities and bereft of ties to long distant ancestors. It is

unavoidable, completely predictable, and exactly what our (collective) fore-fathers dreamed of
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when they established the United States.

We settle down, the noodles and the onion, and try to agree on who will be eaten for lunch.

Yet in the couple short centuries that America has been its own self, any imitation of mil-

lenia old cultures is simply a facade. There is no ancient tradition. The majority ol our holidays

are based on recent heroes and political necessity, not on half-forgotten sources of myth and mys-

ticism. Although both nations have a holiday to remember their constitution, and a holiday to

respect the environment, America lacks traditional holidays like Japanese Moon Viewing and

Festival of Dolls. What percentage of the art and artifacts in the big American museums are actu-

ally American? Globalization touches and changes every corner of the world and we as Americans

have no defense against the rising tide of integration. Instead of maintaining vestiges of ingrained

history and culture, we are swept away, immersed, and rewritten. Intangible river pouring into the

sea. That is simply The Way Things Are. It is an adventure, one that causes me both intense curios-

ity and terrible fear; I still feel incomplete.

My noodles are perfect, delicious. I can taste Kyoto even though I have never been there. I

can taste the mountains, the air, the new industry and the tradition. Perhaps I will never see

Kyoto, but I have tasted it in these perfect noodles.

I was born on the moon viewing holiday. If I ever get high enough on the vegetable-ladder

to go traveling, I would very much like to go to Japan around my birthday. I wonder if the cities

in Japan turn out any lights to enjoy the astronomical holiday. Probably not. Either way, I am
tired of the starless orange-grey color of American city-sky. Perhaps that is the color that

American culture has become. The color of Burger King, of Cheerio Boxes, and of dust-covered

construction sawhorses.

I carefully set my bowl aside, a clumsy vegetable-woman trying to emulate the percieved

discipine of the older people around the shop, who probably aren't trying at all. Of course, it is all

completely necessary. A child has little identity until he or she becomes an adult. A vegetable is

shapeless until it grows into its mature form. I won't see such growth in my lifetime. Chances are,

no one eating noodles and drinking tea here today will.

In a few hundred years, America will have a uniqueness, a mythos all its own. Or apathy

and ignorance will spread like a blight and the pragmatists will ensure that we simply do as must

be done. I'm not sure which. I am sure that I am not the only one who escapes. Other famous veg-

etables have escaped into romance novels and high crime. Some are happier when there is no

escape. Perhaps it makes them feel safer.

I'm tired of thinking. At home, I settle down with a mug of Earl Grey. My compromise to

no one in particular. It seems sensible as I watch my own, pale reflection distort in the cup. I suc-

cumb to simple truths. I am certainly not Japanese. I am American. The culture that belongs to

me is a non-culture, and it is all cultures; whatever I make of it. Though it is the heart of a super-

power, it is still also a tiny plant taking root in overworked soil, separate from and dependent on

every other plant and flower. I accept this and reject it as tea leaves accept and reject water.
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Tori Gate

Carrianna Renwick
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Untitled

Sarah Fallon
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Where to Start

Gilberto Olivarez III

There's so much to do...

There's so much to do...

There's so much see.

So much to be.

I want to dream.

I want to believe.

Why can't I conceive of god who loves me?

I want to have faith in faith and fate.

I want to agree to disagree,

without the hate.

My animosity for society is killing me.

The anonymity of your divinity isn't helping.

Want has turned to need.

Some necessity for greed.

I've given so much,

there is nothing left to concede.

I am sick of this world,

where truth means nothing to haves

and everything to the have riots who cant afford it.

I want to be an exile of your world.

But loneliness leads to sadness,

then madness then contempt.

How can I even dare to dream?

To make the world a better place...

Is there nothing left of the human race?

Our psyches are damaged,

our morals are ravaged,

and nobody really cares that it's happened

There's so much to do...

There's so much to do...

Where does the hope start?
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A Sacret Painting

Sarwat Khan
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Crisis at Central High
Evelyn Ecale Schultz
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Emotional Hell

Carlos Solis
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That Bitch

Gilberto Olivarez III

You were on the edge, I gave you balance.

Tou fucked around and I forgave you.

I bring you flowers and you say we're through.

That's ok though... I see now... that this is what you do.

Don't you dare look at me; oh you're so full of sympathy.

Don't even try and feed me that bullshit, because you and I both know,

you don't give a damn for me.

You imply that I rely on substances to get me through.

What you don't realize is that I'm not like the others; I'm not like you

I refuse to be just another god damned number.

Tou think that I'd off myself... make it easy on you.

That just proves you really don't know me at all.

You hurt me bad and I won't deny it.

But the whole poor me pity thing... I'm just not buyin' it anymore.

So why don't you carry your ass right on out of this place.

I really don't mind the solitude and honestly,

I'm sick of your face.

girl.

Ashley Andersen

Close your heart, this is too much for you to handle,

Your heart is already burning,

it will break to pieces if you let anymore in.

Let yonr eyes see, your ears heard, your mind learn, your soul know,

but don't let your heart burn to ashes.

These girls are real,

they walk the streets every night looking for a "customer", just to get by.

It doesn't matter that they're on the other side of the world, they're in your heart as well.

This is your world, these are your friends, your people, your sisters and your brothers, this

your life.

Don't let reality break you, it must make you stronger. Heaven is your home, you weren't

originally made to know this much evil.

Let your heart burn for the girl selling herself on the street, but don't let it immobilize you.

This is your life, this is your death.

This is Hagar, Tamar, Rahab, the Samaritan woman at the well, this is you.
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ByWendy
Kathleen Ward and R. Ryan Brandys

I'll skip the title jor now. I guess I could start with my name. Wendy. A poem. By

Wendy. God I hate my name. Who has a name like Wendy nowadays anyway? I'm notfrom the

pages of some neverland fairy tale, and I hate hamburgers.

Except the notebook fringe, the page was blank. She could feel the white emptiness

silently mocking her.

A poem. I have to write a dumb poem for my creative writing class. It can be about any-

thing, in anyform. My options are limitless. What the hell do I write about? These open-ended

assignments are so hard.

Her first idea was to follow the typical mainstream of poetry and give it some

intense drama, make it a powerful poem about abuse, suicide, or death.

It might grab some attention, but I really haven't experienced any of those things first-

hand, so I don 't think I could do them justice. I guess that rules out love, too; which doesn 't leave

a whole lot of subjects.

The closest thing to drama in Wendy's life was stories she'd heard, about mistreat-

ment of her friends. She could use their dramas, for sure, to spice up her poem.

Marion wasn't in college and didn't have health insurance when she found out she

was going to have a baby. She couldn't possibly afford a pregnancy She needed to work,

not take time off for maternity leave. At the abortion clinic, protestors swarmed on her.

They all thought of her as a murderer. When she wouldn't listen, they treated her like a

criminal. No one considered how miserable she felt, walking in there. It was the most dif-

ficult choice she ever had to make with her body, and all she got was grief from people too

wrapped up in their own judgment to see past the fact that she had no option.
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Wendy thought of Liz and her fiance, Tamir. They were deeply in love, but they

had one problem. Liz was Irish and Tamil's Indian family absolutely hated her. They said

she was stupid, snobby, and a disgrace to his culture. At the wedding, the groom's side was

almost empty, save a few of Tamil's college buddies who didn't care what race she was. Liz

had never seen so many empty chairs at a wedding, and in that moment she realized how
much her husband was giving up to he with her.

Wendy remembered when Kristin finally got fed up with her parents and the way
they loved to push their Catholic beliefs on everyone. Kristen couldn't stand Catholicism

or religion in general. Family friends tracked her down and tried to tell her that she was

making a terrible decision - and that she was going to hell for it. Everyone at their church

looked down on the family because Kristin had abandoned God. Her parents had failed;

failed because they tightened their grip and let her slip through God's fingers. And when
Kristin stopped going to mass, Mom and Dad kicked her out of the house. They cut her

off and pretended she didn't exist. They told her: "We cannot accept your decisions, there-

fore we cannot accept you." Funny how that was supposed to be a Christian act.

God
,
look at all these groups of people and their shortsighted judgment. They all think

they are doing the right thing. They believe in their hearts that their righteous virtues make them

good people
,
even as they hurt the ones they love. Why can't they see that that's pathetic? More

importantly, why can't they realize that they are not good people? Good people don't use the suf-

fering of others to justify their own virtues.

Wendy's friends were gripped by chaos that they didn't invite. They just wanted to

live their lives the way they saw fit. Other people didn't like that- it was their family, their

friends, and their community. It was their whole culture. And that was the problem: cul-

ture had no tolerance. Culture was a collection of individuals who loved to impose judg-

ment on people when they encountered diversity.

It's all so. . .selfish. People actually get pleasure in the idea that everyone else is wrong.

It's fun to punish "wrongdoers"for their actions. They love themselves for it, thinking that they

are wholesome, moralistic human beings who are so loving, caring, and optimistic, but really

they're just cold and dark. When the puritans burned those Salem witches, they got the same sick

satisfaction out of it!

All of the people who hurt Wendy's friends held a common thread that helped to

reinforce their idealism. All the right-to-lifers, the God-fearing parishioners, and the

Indian fundamentalists peddled and imposed their judgment because of group pride.

Wendy realized that it was group pride that bred this kind of closed-minded misbehavior

from the very beginning.

They all group together and talk of their superiority.
"This is America and America

is the best country in the world." "We're Christians , and everyone else is going to

Hell." "Heil Hitler and long live the Aryan race." Our history is filled with religions,

nations, and races, all proud of their bias, reinforcing it with the group dynamic. The amount
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of evil varies, but fundamentally, it's all the same thing.

Wendy considered writing her poem about how humanity has a heavy population

of closed minded, stupid people. She could describe the dangers of a group that boated

superiority, destroying the unique individual. She could write of the little pill of ignorance

people took that allowed them to live in bliss while they destroyed those that did not join

them. The poem's strength would be its truth. Therefore it was just what she needed to

write.

But then Wendy wondered what the response would be to her poem. People would-

n't like it; of course not! It was obvious that no one would want to be told they were igno-

rant, so nobody would really listen to a lecture like that. No one would actually try to see

things from that point of view. Because so many groups of people love their stupidity, get-

ting them to admit this truth would threaten their egos. Their closed-mindedness would

be there to coerce them into ignoring her poem. They would judge her! And they would

think themselves better for it. Wendy decided it would be a waste to preach her message to

a deaf audience.

Forget it. Intelligent people are already open-minded and so they will make wise deci-

sions and avoid stupid people. The masses won't accept this, so there will always be this divide

between the morally righteous and the morally right, and sometimes that divide will fall across

a family or friends. But the wise will move on with their lives as they see fit. The ignorant, on

the other hand, in their happy bliss, will continue to hurt people for their own pleasure, and to

escape their own fear. We might be able to look back and criticize the judgments of the past, but

we don't see the effects of the judgments we're making now. How can we expect to change our

future if the cycle will continue? People are just too stupid to learn.

Wendy started to write a poem about trees in the winter.
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Pavlov’s Poets

Gerald Ryan

Dense and unconscious

Deep rooted responses

Command us to nuzzle

Our word-laden bowls.

Conditioned we travel

At ring of the word bell

Towards syllabic rewards

That a poem must hold.

In sweet metered reflex,

Excited by new text,

Pen touches the paper

And we're after our goal.

We salivate, alliterate.

Grunt, parse and conjugate

Until terse in our verse.

We lie damp in our drool.

Then when we're all done

And stanzas are all spun,

We are ready to hear

Our hosannas sung hold.

But no one is out there

To answer our blank stares

As we look all around

For rewards as foretold.

We answered the word bell,

We wrote under its spell.

What goes on?

What the hell?

Where's our bone? 35



The Wind in Dry Grass

Tara Strahl

"...quiet and meaningless

As wind in dry grass."

-T.S. Eliot, The Hollow Men

The wind in dry grass

Whispers meaning

Only heard by those who see

Farther than this lonely field

Who watch the distant tempest blast

Come to whisper here in grass.

The wind in dry grass

Whispers secrets

Only known by those who see

Deep into the stalks of wheat

Curling up from ancient past

Now to whisper as dry grass.

The wind in dry grass

Hints at meaning

Only shown to those who see

It's subtly balance tapestry

And what chance may bring to pass

What changes from these winds in grass?
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Biesenbrow
A Place in the Sun and a Place in the Shadow

Marlena Aeschliman

My grandparents, Gustav and Margarethe Wolle, were very wealthy people; they

owned the enormous country estate of Biesenbrow, acres after acres of rolling fields,

meadows, trees and lakes. It was a lush and beautiful area in east Germany. The harvest

from the fields and fruit gardens was plentiful, and the life stock provided a variety of

food as well. Life was good and comfortable without too many frills. My grandfather,

Opapa, was a frugal man who did not believe in unnecessary luxuries other than on spe-

cial occasions, holidays and when traveling.

During the war years Biesenbrow was a safe haven for my aunts who had come

back to the country with their children whilst their husbands went to war. I, too, lived

with my grandparents, and so did my grandmother, Granny, who had come from Berlin

to escape the endless bombing. Several other friends of my grandparents joint us as the

war went on.. It was one big happy family.

The leaf of fortune turned as the war was lost, and the Russian troops defeated

the last remainder of the German army and crossed over the river, Oder, in the east. It

was a catastrophic day for us; wewere ordered to evacuate as soon as possible to save our

li\res. Fortunately, preparations had beenmade for such a case. Horse drawn, planned

wagons were quickly packed with food, valuables and afew belongings for every body:

three grandmothers, various aunts with their children and our faithful Polish

"Kutscher", drivers, who had decided to come with us to keep us safe. Leaving every-

thing behind, we drove off into the night, fearful for our lives only. It was an immensely

sad moment. Fortunately, my grandfather had died the year before.

The next weeks we traveled by night and hid in any forest area we could find by

day to escape from the bombing and shooting planes that persecuted the retreating

German army and hordes of civilians fleeing from the Russians. After a horrendous time

on the road, we arrived in Hulseburg, Mecklenburg, a little village with a beautiful, dain-

ty castle. The owners had fled, also, leaving the castle empty for the invading American

forces to occupy. To our great relief, the Americans were very civil to us, particularly,

since Granny spoke fluent English and Russian which would turn out to our advantage

later. There was, however, no room for our family; nobodv in the village offered to take

us in; the only place available was a stable with a mean bull on one side who would rattle

his chains at night and give us nightmares. We lived in that stable as best we could, every

trace of privilege that we were so accustomed to gone, isolated from the world we used to

know, but grateful to be alive and safe.
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This, too, came to an end; the American army left, being replaced by the British

forces for a short while, and then the Russians took over East Germany and marched

into Hulseburg. It was a most terrifying moment for my aunts, who were very pretty

women, all of them, particularly my Aunt Molli.

A big bonfire raged all night in front of the castle only a short distance from where we

were hiding in the stable. The drinking and dancing in front of the fire lasted all night

until one by one they passed out. Our situation could not have been worse. The shadow

of fear had invaded our hearts and minds. No one can imagine our horror as we prepared

to meet our fate. Here we were, "Capitalists" who had fled from the Russians; defenseless

women and children living in the stable next to the castle.

All would not have ended "well" without Granny, my tough little grandmother

who had gone through some rough times in her life and seemed to have no fear, or at

least a lot of courage for a woman of her age and faded beauty. She went to see the

Russian commander, and in her perfect Russian demanded a place for us to live in the

village, that we should be treated with respect and accorded safety. He must have been

impressed, for he did what she asked for; we were moved out of the stable into rooms of

different families in the village who were not happy
,
but tolerated our invasion with

aloofness. For a while all seemed to be satisfactory to some degree; rape was still a thread

for my aunts and never out of sight; my Aunt Molli was attacked twice, but Granny

saved her. It was a struggle to be invisible.

All that ended rather abruptly, the day we were ordered to leave Hulseburg and

return to our own home in Biesenbrow, the worst we could have hoped for; and so the

nightmare began; our Polish drivers were taken away form us and so were our best hors-

es; only a remnant, barely enough to pull the wagons, were left. We left Hulseburg with a

sinking heart, knowing we were outcasts among our own people. Safety was none- exist-

ing, every prisoner was set free at the end of the war, and the roads were treacherous for

any one, let alone women and children. My Aunt Giesela's diamond ring went first, stolen

right off her finger, whilst she was sleeping, and many other things followed. Our horses

were a constant worry- without them we were helpless. The situation was grim, but

never hopeless. Omama Wolle, my "big" grandmother, kept us safe by her fervent

prayers; she never lost faith in the wisdom of the Almighty God and trusted Him to

keep us from all physical harm, and the Lord heard her prayers. We finally arrived home
safely only to find that we had no home to call our own. We had been disowned of every-

thing.

To the day I ask myself what happened; was I asleep, or am I blocking the mem-
ory from my mind? I cannot remember what it was like to drive through the village to

the Estate House in Biesenbrow, but one thing I do know, there were no well-wishers or

friendly people greeting us. Nobody could have imagined how we would find our beauti-

ful, beloved Biesenbrow and what disfiguration had taken place in our absence. It was
like a scene from a horror movie: the house was run down and empty, the shutters flap-

ping in the wind, making an eerie sound. The stables were empty too, the doors swinging

from its hinges, avoid of all life. The light was slowly fading, and we had no place to call

our own In disbelieve we took in what our minds did not want to accept; that we did not

belong here anymore; we were outcasts - former capitalists among Bolsheviks. The
thought was threatening in itself.
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As we were walking through the almost dark house, we found it void of every-

thing: no electricity, no water, no toilets that worked and not anything left at all, except

for the once lovely, big crystal chandeliers and the floor to ceiling gold mirrors in the

ballroom that had been willfully destroyed by force and by the hatred of the people in

the village who had worked for my grandparents, yet had always been treated fairly

It did not take long fore the new "mayor," once a foreman of my grandparents,

and several Russian "officers" to showed up and inform us that everything was confis-

cated and we should sleep on the manure. Without Granny this would have been the end.

However, through her efforts with the Russian "officers," we were granted three bare

rooms in our house to live in and, eventually, by order of the Russian Commander, got

back a few pieces of our furniture that the village people had plundered from our house

and feathered their nests with. They were very proud of it, and they could not let us

know often enough that we got everything we deserved. Their hatred was fueled by their

greed. They had become communists, sharing in the land that once was ours.

As a public denouncement and to disgrace our name, my grandmother Granny and my
aunts were sent to work in the fields; because of her size and bad legs, Omama was

spared. Granny lasted hardly one day; the most she had lifted in her life at the estate was

a teacup, and she knew how to faint in the heat of the day. Her clothing was hardly

made for thrashing; with her pitch fork she was more of a thread than the flying bundles

of straw. Realizing it was hopeless, she was sent home; the damage, however, was done,

and the "peasants" loved to see us dragged down into their ordinary existence enjoying

the shame and loss of face, they thought, it brought on us. They could not have been

further from the truth. Omama's faith never wavered or waned, she never complained

and always hoped for a better tomorrow. She stayed true to herself and set the example

for us all to follow.

All this degradation took no end, until a big typhus epidemic, brought on by

famine and rats, swept the area, and people died one out of every two. It was a great

leveler of humanity. By the grace of God, our whole family survived; two aunts and two

cousins were near death for several days, and so was I with scarlet fever. There were no

doctors and no medicine - you either lived or died. We all Lived. My hearing impairment

is a reminder of how lucky I was.

In the end, nobody bothered us anymore. My family made it through the shadow

back into the light. Omama, to the day, remains my model for living in good times and

in bad times. Her faith was the strength of her life, and her trust was her fortune. She

lost it all, yet she never lost her faith or trust. Until the end of her days, she was a

woman of great fortune; her fortune was love, not worldly possessions of any kind. Her

memory will never tarnish. The few people left from the old generation in Biesenbrow

now talk of the" good old days" when my grandparents were there to care for them, and

they welcome us with open arms.
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A Russian New Year

John Veneck

Standard procedure with every Russian family I knew, when hosting any kind of din-

ner party or large gathering, was to push the dining room table against the couch to cre-

ate the illusion of additional seating. One of those spots would always be offered to me,

the guest, because it was thought to be more comfortable than a regular chair. I would

sink deep into the couch trying to look as natural as possible while eating off a table that

reached just about eye-level. Somehow they had grown accustomed to eating above their

heads, but I could never get past the sense of foolishness I always felt. That feeling was

intensified the first time I had dinner with Anna's entire family. Anna and I had been dat-

ing for over a year, since I first arrived in Yekaterinburg where I was assigned to teach

English as a Peace Corps Volunteer. I knew it was a sign of acceptance to be invited to

spend the New Year with the family, all of whom I'd met at one point or another, but never

together as one large non-English-speaking collective. So I tried to disguise my nervous-

ness the best I could, occasionally helping myself to a little chicken or pelmeni, debating

whether it would look more natural to hold the plate in my lap or continue taking it down
from the table for a quick bite or two.

Food and drink appeared from the kitchen in waves. I couldn't understand how her

family, alway s seemingly on the brink of financial disaster, could still find the means to put

out such an elaborate meal. From my vantage point I could see the translucent green and

burgundy wine bottles rising from all points of the table. There was a half-eaten roast and

the skeletal remains of a baked chicken. Salads, vegetable platters, and half-empty glass-

es were also scattered about the table. There had been times at parties like this when I

thought I would go blind if I ate another bite... and not just because of the food, there

was an endless stream of wine and vodka as well. I had full glasses of each on the table

before me, and I knew that by not drinking them I was causing a stir between Anna and

her father. All the men in Anna's family drank, and I knew that they were upset that I

wasn't joining in.

Anna was doing her best to defend me, and for once I was glad that my Russian skills,

skills that ranked somewhere in the range of "advanced beginner," weren't as good as they

should have been considering I'd been living in Russia for over a year. But now I could

feign ignorance, sit at my end of the couch in relative peace, free to let my thoughts wan-

der back to my own family, to what they might be doing for the New Year. And it was at

this moment, perhaps to ease the tension brewing at the other end of the table, that Anna's

grandfather turned to me and asked if I had a grandfather back home. His question took

me by surprise because the two of us had rarely spoken and he'd been sitting beside me all

evening in relative silence. He was a tall slender man with thin hair and large ears. He was
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wearing a white shirt with thick black stripes and a silver tie that was about six inches too

long. He was very angular and looked about as awkward as I felt. He was also the only

male member of Anna's family who didn't drink, so his demeanor was far more reserved

than the others'.

I told him simply that both my grandfathers were gone. He nodded knowingly, then

asked if either had fought in The War. I told him that one of my grandfathers had, but I

was embarrassed to admit I didn't know much about what he had done. As the storm

between Anna and her father began to die down, she settled in beside me and explained

that, in World War II, her grandfather had worked as a guard in a camp for German pris-

oners. Before leaving for Russia I had made a point of reading as much history as I could,

and memories about what I had read about wartime Russia and life during Stalin's reign

came rushing back. I tried to contrast the image of this man next to me with the stories

of all the hardships and brutal conditions Russians were forced to endure at that time.

What might he have seen, I wondered, and worse yet, what might he have done? Against

the far wall, in a bookcase, there was a silver star, a Soviet star given to Anna's father when
he was an Army Officer. There were other things too: placjues, ribbons, and pictures of

him posing proudly in his Army uniform. I looked over to where he sat, slumped over

drunk at the head of the table. His eyes looked heavy as he drained another drink. We
locked eyes, then Anna's Grandfather turned to me again.

"You know," he began, "Russians don't celebrate Christmas."

"I know," I said, not sure where he was headed with this question. But he seemed to be

thinking, so I waited.

"But Germans do," he continued after a moment in his calm, easy voice. Then he set-

tled in closer and told a story of how one Christmas he and some other guards had smug-

gled sausages and vodka into the camp for the prisoners, and how they had all gotten

drunk and started singing carols in German. He said they were so loud that he was afraid

they all might get into trouble, but nobody said anything.

"So what did you do?" I asked, cutting into his pensive silence.

He shrugged his shoulders and said, "We sang with them." Then he laughed and winked

at me in a way that reminded me of my own grandfather.
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Note to Henrich Schliemann
Wilda Morris

How long did you lie

in your grave unable

to sleep, knowing

after you found Troy

you dug straight through

the city of Agamemnon
and Achilles, knowing

the mask you claimed

was Agamemnon's

probably wasn't?

Did you lie there wondering

if your widow ever again

would wear the earrings

and necklace

you had believed

were Helen's?

Did you turn as if on

broken shards knowing

the deep tunnel you dug

looking for the oldest city

destroyed clues which might

have proved Homer
described real battles,

that your trash heap may hold

remains of Priam's palace?
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On a Rare Visit to Texas

Mardelie Fortier

A chameleon walks

along my arm

pulsating against my pulse.

He reminds me
of strange and rootless laughter.

Unusually green, an odd lizard,

he seems both old and young.

Holding onto his

wriggling body, I set him

against begonias, pansies,

yucca, a banana tree.

The chameleon subtly

changes color.

Pretending to be happy

and sociable despite worries

and isolation, I bring

this creature in to show

my smiling southern cousins

while northern wind blends

into the polite background

of soft, scented magnolias

and a mockingbird

tries out another voice.
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Poem For America
Richard Oberbrumer

America has taken her share of hits

Which makes her less than perfect

Her beauty buried

Her makeup awkward

A dusting of snow cannot cover

A mountain range of bumps

The wealth she doesn't come close to

Subverts the simple help she needs

Ohh ... if digits had lips we'd all

Be smooching at the ATM

Those with the most have the least to worry about

The least don't know what they're missing

So the most enjoy even more

This is what makes America

So far-fetched: Quiet abuse on a grand scale

You could see it from the moon
If you could afford to get there

America needs protection from mistakes she made
America needs direction for her needy heart

America needs to be invited into the land of the free

She loves her dying mother

Her father is her boyfriend is her son she's trying

To break the cycle of abuse

Develop the land as much as you can

Speed past the markers that mean something to some one else

America will keep knocking on pane glass windows

With a smile on her face and hope in her eyes



Genesis 4

Jason Mack
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The New Book
David John Simcik
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The Blue Suit

David John Simcik
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Melissa’s Calm Place

Bonnie White
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Conversation Among three men with broken noses,

who have nothing to say to each other
Patty Davoust
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Mute Dave
David Beeching
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Win For Life #125
Maryellen Reedy
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Sick Again

Kristina Zaremba

The amber toned light inside the womb creates an eighteen hour sunset for the

fetus who is now fully formed, and still covered in downy lanugo. Of her limited senses,

hearing is the most developed. Every human voice sounds softer filtered through skin,

fat, and the thick swollen tissues of a pregnant woman. But these serve only as back-

ground noise to the quick flushing of blood, the gurgle and strain of intestines, and the

hushed breaths of deep pink lungs.

Sometimes the mother is singing. She sings the same songs over and over with the

car radio: Queen, David Bowie, and Led Zeppelin. The fetus can recognizes a familiar

song and the voice singing it. Both of them like Led Zeppelin best.

The fetus sleeps all night and most of the day. Sometimes it wakes up to the

mother running. She goes bounding across rooms and hallways to the nearest bathroom

because she still has bad morning sickness. That happens to some women; they may
have it until the day they deliver, but her doctor thinks it will stop soon since its down

to once a week now. The mother hates the sensation of vomiting--throat muscles resist-

ing stomach muscles, a digestive paste rising and her trying to re-swallow it, but giving

up soon when persistent spasms force it back up.

Sometimes the fetus wakes up to the sound of the mother, Elaine, slamming

down the receiver of the phone and crying. This usually happens after conversations

with the fetus' grandmother, Vivian. Elaine is still young and argues a lot with her par-

ents, but most often with her mother. That's why she lives with her father who divorced

Vivian for similar reasons three years ago. The fetus, who does not have a name yet, feels

uncomfortable when Elaine cries, and tries to fall asleep but is kept up by abrupt hard

sobs.
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hen the fetus is awake, she moves around a lot. Instead of inviting strangers

and relatives who are like strangers to "feel the baby kick." Elaine gets panicky. She

worries that the fetus will work the umbilical cord around her neck, cut off her oxy-

gen supply, and be born with brain damage or dead. This never happens, though, and

Elaine feels the fetus moving again a few hours later. The fetus is only vaguely aware

of the umbilical cord.

When Elaine gets upset or frightened her body releases stress hormones to both

her and the fetus. Overexposure to stress hormones for a prolonged period of time can

fatigue the mother and impact the development of the fetus. The fetus is already

slightly underweight for her age.

Elaine does not know that she was originally going to have identical twins, but

the other fetus was miscarried and reabsorbed into her uterus after only 47 days. This

\ anishing Tw in Syndrome is more common than most people think; 1 in 8 pregnan-

cies begin with twins, but onlv 1 in 70 carry them full term. While Elaine was driving

anxiously around the parking lots of abortion clinics, one fetus was pragmatically ter-

minated. Regardless, Elaine sat idling outside the clinics well into her fourth month,

but every time she stayed in the car and sang with the radio instead, and debated over

whether Robert Plant or David Bowie w ould make a better father.
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Sunset

Tara Strahl
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Turbulant and Calm
Lloyd Smedbron
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God Gave Me a Life Sentence

Kristina Zaremba

I lived my devilish days early.

Their aftertaste is sour and devoted.

Constantly tugging at my skirt and begging for popsicles.

Sometimes my kids run in the street after balls and I don't tell

them to stop.

Twenty-three minutes in a car can drag on for Lifetimes.

Regrets are not as easy to forget as birth control pills.

I am the shell of a woman,

my soul was drained out and crystallized

in the form of two kids.

One wasn't lesson enough.

I am the embodiment of the wasted life.

They will be the embodiment of the mangled life.

I should go to jail for manslaughter...

I would only have to be mommy once a month then.

I am the product of broken glass,

though I didn't save enough to decorate my wrists.

I am ordinary,

I am a daughter, a sister, a niece, and an aunt.

I am in the shower, and I feel dirty.
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Spindle

H. Anne Stoj

Every year, ridiculous boys make their way through the wolf-dark woods seeking a

crumbling cottage near a stream where willows hang down over the water brushing the sur-

face. They might look different, but always handsome. Some have burnished hair of gold,

others the crimson of sunsets, and still others the darkest midnight set to curl about their

strong, lean shoulders. They always have lovely eyes, cobalt, verdigris, and russet, melted

chocolate, or jade framed by heavy lashes. Their cheekbones are well sculpted, sometimes

sharp, other times merely defined, as are their straight noses over mobile mouths that offer

promises as they place their fingers against their elegant jaws. They come in velvet and

leather, ermine and silk. Their boots crush over the grass and their fine, sleek horses crop

the flowers so carefully tended about the cottage. Their voices are loud, merry, and filled

with arrogance. After all, they've nothing to fear at the cottage door, which was painted

green but now peels in strips. They left their childhood worries of witchy women in the

woods behind them long ago, some two or three years.

They knock with their knuckles; rap with their closed fists, calling out a name that

is answered to, but never claimed.

Gran, they cry. Gran, how do I find the rose tower?

This, of course, is when I open the door. Nothing more than an older woman, ugly

to them as I'm not the lily-skinned maiden they desire. No samite or cloth of gold drapes

about me. Plain wool, the color of dove feathers and my hair plaited and capped under

the white wimple that reaches to my shoulders. They see me and they smile.

Ah, poor Gran, they say, poor Gran, let me start the fire again for you, let me fetch

you a drink, let me...

And so they talk. Endlessly talk while I watch them fetch and carry or do what-

ever it is they think they must do for me. They have the chatter of magpies, these silly

hoys trompiug through my cottage with their muddy high boots and swirling cloaks that

catch on the hearth grate or get snagged in the door. Yet, I'm the one they feel pity for,

however fleeting and false, as they complete their tasks.

Stupid boys, they help me to sit either before the fire they've now made in high

summer or outside iu the shade where I can watch their idiot horses graze my herbs and

flowers to nothing more than nubs not even suitable to dig up. They touch my cheek with

their rugged hands spangled with rings. They pat my shoulder or head as if I'm nothing

more than one of their hounds.

But it always comes to the same thing.

Once they believe me to be comfortable, feeling cherished by their thoughtful

thoughtlessness, they smile at me with their straight, even teeth and implore again.

Where, Gran, where is the rose tower?
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For you see, I have my own part to play in this tableau.

And of course, I tell them the way to the rose tower.

What I don't tell them about are the briars with thorns as thick as a man's waist

that almost seem to reach for living flesh once a body is close. I neglect to mention the

coils ol black-malacliite vines that twist about the stones and have squeezed marble into

nothing more than dust. And the roses, well, these pretty, ridiculous boys know about the

roses, after alb it is the rose tower they seek. What they don't know is that the roses look

like fat drops of blood waiting to spill and when they do, their scent is so powerful, so reek-

ingly sweet, most become sick. And when they do, that's the time the vines and thorns

close in. But that's what I don't say. They'll find it out soon enough.

I tell them instead about you. I give them the tale that's so well known to them
that they could recite it back to me in their sleep, but this too is part of what must be done.

I must tell; they must listen.

So I do.

Aou, their unknown darling, sleep in some horrid tower surrounded by creepers and

brambles where bees drone thick in the summer sun. Even in the deepest winter, I say, the

rose tower remains green and red. And these boys with their jeweled swords of silver and

golden circlets on their brows nod and whisper how it's a magicked place. A real place with

spells binding such a maiden with skin as white as snow, hair as black as a crow's wing, and

lips red as-and at this part of the description they pause and look apologetic. The wrong

girl, they always murmur to me. Perhaps it doesn't matter what girl is sleeping, or where,

be it a coffin of melted sand or a rubble of stones, or who she is, as long as she sleeps in

enchantment.

The rose tower's princess, I remind them, is tawny haired, fair as a magnolia blossom with

the sweetest blush to her cheeks. They know her eyes will be the glimmering blue of heav-

en. Again they beg my pardon, and I listen to this apology with their mix up of women.

They're nothing more than silly boys on quests looking for dragons to slay and other such

things. They only want some girl to sit up after a chaste, or not so chaste, kiss is pressed

to her sleeping lips. Her arms should wrap about them as she cries out, my own dearest

love, or some other such romantic nonsense.

She will awaken, won't she, Gran? Should I kiss her ever so gently?

I agree with them, that yes, she will wake with the kiss of her true love. She will

love them back with all of her heart. I let them believe what they want, for they will never

love you they way they think they will. I see this and know it. They only lust for you, and

it's not even you they want. They want the dreaming girl on a bed of satin with her bril-

liant hair in curls tumbling about a lacy pillow. They want the storv that's so well known.

How disappointed they'll be to see you, no matter how beautiful you are. They wish for a

dream, or an ideal. And you, my dear, while dreaming fair, are made now from nightmares

these silly boys haven't even thought of because they've never imagined what the penalty

is for breaking a vow.

But they'll find that out on their own as well if they brave the guardians of your

tower. If they win entrance.

They grow flushed while speaking to me of you, imagining your sleepy blue eyes

open and wide as you press lips to theirs. And the spindle, Gran, they say, she holds the

spindle still, doesn't she?
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Spindle. Oh, yes, the spindle that pricked your dainty little hand. But it wasn't a spindle

at all. V hen this happened your royal parents had every spinning wheel, every spindle and

distaff, every tool to card wool and make it to thread destroyed and chopped to kindling.

Such things were outlawed, declared evil, and the dung-robed priests of Christ were called

to heal you.

How frightened your parents were to find you fallen on the floor with azure skirts rumpled

about your bodv and molten hair washing copper waves across the stone. They cursed and

wept and accused each other.

How could this happen? How can such a thing be, they moaned while rendering

tears in their fine clothing in absolute despair against this horror done to you.

The Christ priests could do nothing. They mumbled their prayers and rattled their

beads, which we used long before when the beads had been nothing more than rose petals

and verbena. They chanted in whining voices as they lit candles of beeswax and incense

from the east. When such devotions didn't help rouse you, they broke their skin with

whips. It was the priests' hope their blood would make up for the single drop of yours that

was plucked by a moon-kissed blade, small as a needle, sharp as pin, twisted with thread

about it to catch what was spilled from your hand.

Spindle indeed.

Of course, this part the princes and knights with their burning hope and desire

know like they knew themselves to be young and beautiful, pure and good. The next part,

the part they are anxiously awaiting, is where they enter after talking to me. I can only

watch them ride off on their horses with barding glittering in the sun. Fools, I mutter as

they spur to your briar cradle filled with the knowledge they will be the one to wake you.

They've no idea, though, just how you ended up in this situation. They don't know
how your exalted parents called to us, myself and my sisters of the wood. Tour mother

was heavy with you then, round and bloated like a hunter's moon. You were draining her

strength from the inside out leaving her to do nothing more than swim in the linens of the

king's bed. Her pain was great, to be greater still with your coming. Her cheeks sank into

hollows. Her eyes lost their brightness. Her hair turned brittle and coarse without its lus-

ter.

Dreadfully ill, whispered the court while you distended her belly. Rumors flewr on

raven wings. Gossip rode on flames. She would not live many said and perhaps neither

would the child causing her slow murder.

Tour father fell into a black depression at this news. He couldn't bear to think of

losing his wife, or child, or both. He prowled through the hallw ays raving and pulling his

hair until the brothers of Christ suggested something sinister crept in your mother's royal

blood and tampered with her as women were the weaker vessels. Had Eve not caused the

fall of pristine Adam? At this, oh your father flew into a rage and banished them from his

land. He packed them back to their Church in their robes of homespun and damned them
to their Christian hell. In his fury, he cursed them and himself and fled into the woods.

Tou know the woods from your childhood. Vulpine dark shot through with sun-

light. The bitter scents of pine and juniper perfumed with sweet basil and lavender.

Crystal ponds with jew el colored fish hidden in cozy stands of poplar and birch. The very

w oods you were told to stay away from as devils roamed there.

Tou stayed away.
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Your father did not.

Nor did he think of us as agents of the Hell the priests warned of. Not then, any-

how. That belief returned when he welcomed those faceless men back. But at the moment
of his hurt and fear, he wanted us, the wise women, the wood women, the priestesses and

prophetesses with their unbound hair and bare feet. Wolf women with their sharp eyes

and fingers ready to help.

He begged us to step from the shadows. Tempted us with apples and honey. Railed at us

for staying silent until he promised to give us whatever we should wish.

We discussed this, my sisters and I, for long moments as he paced through the shad-

ows screaming his promises to us. We decided we would help him. From the darkness, we
flowed and he fell to his knees praising not the Christian god, but older gods, for he knew
we were not what we seemed to be. Not devils as you were eventually warned, but eternal

creatures with wisdom and knowledge beyond mortal understanding. We agreed to his

terms with ours spread before him. Our price, we had concluded, was to be recognized

again, to be brought back into the realm where we belonged. We would have a priestess,

though, we told him, of mortal flesh and blood. The priestess, we said, would be his

daughter yet unborn.

He thanked us, praised us, and rushed us to his sickly wife where we eased her suf-

fering and aided in your birth. Because of us, she did not die. Nor did you.

But he forgot his vow he made in our wolf woods. Once he saw you were alive and

hale, that his wife weak but breathing, he dismissed us as nothing more than peasants.

Back to the woods we went, for his dismissal didn't bother us. We felt sure he would

remember, but as you know, he did not.

When it came time to recognize you before your people, we attended. Rather, we

made the attempt to. As soon as we stepped onto the lands, as soon as we reached the

grand sprawl of the manor house, we were turned away. A cry went up of witches, of

demonesses, and other such things. We tried to respond, to tell them that your father had

asked our help and it was our duty still to be sure that you, sweet child, were well and your

mother too. The guards believed not a word and with swords drawn and fire in their eyes

we were driven back to the woods.

Your father might have forgotten us, your mother never knew of his bargain, but

we would not forget. We would have what we had been promised. You would be our priest-

ess by our will alone. We would have preferred to teach you as you grew, to show you the

wonders about you that would be yours, but the actions of your parents made this impos-

sible. Instead, we had to render our justice for this misdoing with a deed.

Hence, the spindle.

Hence, your sleep.

And the tower with its briars and roses.

Now the silly boys come on the trail of legends and mystery hoping to find you.

And perhaps they do, but they never return from your bower. We've made sure that such

a thing will not happen. For you see, gentle Rosalind, you will not wake, not until your

people recognize us once more.

And that could take forever.
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There’s Nothing Fun about a FUNeral
Chris King

"Eef, you shouldn't be afraid of death. Death is really just a dramatic way of

reconfiguring your priorities. And it's also humanitarian, isn't it? When I die, I'll be

lightening the load on social security, won't I?" That's what my grandpa used to tell me.

My grandpa told me lots of things. I gained a wealth of knowledge from my grandpa.

My mom once told me all that wealth had some serious liens on it, but by that point my
head had been so filled with facetious metaphors I locked down the advice barracks... or

something.

My grandpa told me lots of things (He even had advice on how I could fight my
nervous ticks; he bought me a tape player and told me to listen to classical music when-

ever I felt nervous. But unfortunately I didn't own any classical music, so now whenever

I feel nervous, I often catch myself humming songs from my sister's Paula Abdul tapes),

but what really stuck was his career advice, "Eef, the perfect job is out there. I tell you,

your dream job does exist, my boy. And your grandpa'd never lie to you, would he?" I

later found that whenever a similar piece of optimistic wisdom was bestowed upon me, it

usually followed by reciting some sort of oath promising to work hard at all my endeav-

ors; to never give up; to contribute to society, eat vegetables and whatnot. My grandpa,

however, told me, "And the best thing you can possibly do, is just wait. You just sit

there, Eef, just sit there and it'll happen." I suppose I could point out that my grandpa

was later convicted for some sort of real estate fraud.

Sit and wait he said. And that's just what I did. And I tell you, it was just won-

derful for me (especially since I'm fairly certain social interaction may cause angina), and

if anyone seemed to have a problem with it, my grandpa had an answer for that as well,

"Just tell 'em you were listening to me and respecting my wishes. Who's gonna pitch a fit

over you listening to your grandpa? I do believe it's a concept universally endorsed, isn't

it? Eef, my boy, all major religions really just boil down to: respect your elders, don't

they? Eef, what I mean to say is, God's pretty old, right? And, I'm not Catholic, but the

Pope is chosen basically by seniority, isn't he?"

Anyway, it's been a quarter century of sitting and I feel pretty rested. Grandpa
reconfigured his priorities four years ago, but I do believe his theory has proven valid.

Not the one about me having thousands of sexual encounters with beautiful women.
Most of my intimate encounters with women consisted of trips to the hair salon and to

the pharmacy to pick up my asthma, anxiety, and anti-depressant medication. My sister

once told me that I'm just like grandpa, without the confidence, charm, wit, stability,

work ethic, or good fortune. I take one of the red pills when I think about my sister.

But I do believe my grandpa's theory on careerism has worked out. And it seems that
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even without voting for him, I am the direct beneficiary of what may be the only George

W. Bush-created job opportunity in America. I guess the Department of Homeland
Security is good for something. So thank you George, and I hope I am able to project the

necessary cjualificationismablenessity during my interview.

^ sk

"Let me start out by telling you a little bit about who we are and what we're try-

ing to accomplish." I liked Lester DeLaney immediately. Though built like an animated

washing machine, he moved with astonishing grace. He stood to shake my hand like it

was the ballet. But based on the Bears memorabilia dominating his long, narrow office, I

guessed that the Nutcracker was probably the extent of Lester's ballet expertise. "We are

the Warrenville Commission on Death Prevention," Lester took a moment to inhale

deeply and hook his thumbs around his orange suspenders. I took the opportunity to

flick the severed remains of a bitten nail from off my finger; my left eye twitched when I

saw it land in Lester's paperclip tray. "Now, as you know, this world just keeps getting

crazier and crazier, and frankly, we gotta agree with those lefties who say that Tom
Ridge's paint sample of terrorism just isn't enough," He chuckled to himself in review of

his progressing introduction. "Hattie, my assistant, she gave me that one."

It may be important to note that Lester has a large black mole just above the

right side of his mouth. It bopped around like one of those smiling balls in a kids' sing-

along song, bouncing atop each of Lester's words. It may also be important to point out

that the two green pills are kicking in and I have been nodding and semi-laughing at

appropriate times.

"So, as you obviously know, the Warrenville City Council has created this depart-

ment to help ensure that... people die less."

"How's it going so far, sir?" See, I'm personable.

"Oh, well it's very exciting. We have a lot of reasons to feel... just super. We feel

like we can make a real difference. I mean, in a world like this, Warrenville needs us."

Lester shot his weight back to his desk and shuffled through some papers. When he

found the sheet of his pleasing, he read it carefully several times before he looked back to

me with his blueberry eyes and continued, "It just makes sense: create a government

commission to explore and initiate programs that work toward a goal of eliminating

untimely deaths in the Warrenville community." The mole pressed against his nostril

when he smiled widely. He threw his hands to the air and chuckled, "I mean, we won't

leave any child behind, and we don't want them to die, you know?"

"I think that's very catchy, sir." See, I'm supportive and dedicated.

"Well, the sentiment is. Our communications department is still working on a slo-

gan. They first came up with "There's nothing fun about a FUNeral" and "Life is better

spent alive" but we're still looking for other options. But we do, however, already have a

mascot, Livee, The Death Prevention Groundhog!" He held up an admittedly adorable

stuffed animal that probably died very little.

"So anyway, kid, you're here to interview for our Death Research and

Development division, right?" I nodded and Lester put on Livee, The Death Prevention

Groundhog Safety Gloves to pour us both a glass of water. "So, we're basically looking
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for this department to think of every possible way a Warrenville citizen could die. We're

not asking you to come up with a way to help the problem, that's for the Prevention

Division. We would just need you to spend your days researching, and dreaming up ways

people die."

Grandpa was dead on; the perfect job did exist "Well, Mr. DeLaney, I really think

I could do this work. I mean, I already spend a hefty chunk of my days thinking about

death. Sometimes it's the first thing I notice about a place, the ways I could die in it. I'm

not always good at coming up with ways to stop it though. But I'd be... super at think-

ing about death."

"Well, that's great kid; like I said, we don't need you to come up with the solution,

just the problems."

"Oh yes, I'll stop trying, sir"

The mole bounced in laughter, "Oh, I like you. Leaf."

"Eef."

"Eh?"

"Nothing."

"You start on Monday, kid."

* * *

Well, an obvious one was the blue, rusty car in front of mine could've simply

stopped too quickly while the public bus behind me didn't bother and I became sand-

wiched between the two.

Or the commercial airliner crawling across the sky could have made a sudden, dis-

astrous change in course right into the backseat of my far-too-feminine coupe (that

pushy salesman told me it was ok because it said Turbo next to the name).

The fat, power walking mess of a middle aged man marching in place at the light

could've rested against the pole just as I passed through the intersection; forcing a mass

of metal to plunge through my sunroof and break open my head. The last thing I would

have seen before dying was a big, bright light changing red.

The small band of complaining crows sitting on the electrical wires lining the

street could have dismounted too carelessly and cut the wire with their claws. The wire

then could have swung down and powered up my car. I had my arm resting out my win-

dow, so I most certainly would have died.

A "helicopter" seed from a nearby tree could have spun into my window and fall-

en directly into my mouth while I sang out loud to "Forever Your Girl". I probably

would have choked and died.

I knew I was just scratching the surface. I could have died numerous times before

even reaching my car, let alone the twenty-three minute drive back to my house.

Grandpa may have said that death was humanitarian, but I knew that when I started

work on Monday, I'd start a humanitarian crisis in Warrenville.
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Black White
Tricia Marcella Cimera

Your smooth black hair

lies against the white,

white pillow.

Your dark eyelashes

lightly touch your

pale face.

Your curved mouth

is open,

simply, innocently

breathing.

This time in the morning

when you are still

asleep,

is like new snow -

soft, white and

uncomplicated.

It' s when you

wake up

and begin telling

the lies that run

out of your mouth

like thick black oily

ink

onto a clean page -

then

there is no denying

what you are.

It 's as clear as

black and white.
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Beauty in the Telling

Matthew Kovich

I love the way you say my name. There is

secret beauty told in it, as if your

lips were poets sharing an eternal

kiss. There is song beyond words or titles,

beyond man and woman, beyond life and

grief. You lend my name the resonance of

a thousand chapels dedicated to

a thousand gods far too beautiful for

mortal man to know. Your voice blesses it

with flowers and tomorrow, caressing

its ordinary sounds with hands like soft

vibrato. In its utterance, you heal

many wounds, and make shallow the deepness

of others. \ou bring reassurance. You

bring calm. lou adorn it with perfection,

and it astounds me beyond smiling that

you can say my name the way I love you.



Empty
Natalie Gonzalez
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Untitled

Shirley Anne Lehman
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To my Designer, Beautiful

Matthew Kovich

Beloved friend, you hold in your command
The very thread from which my soul is built

And by your twisting and caressing hand

Tou've tattered and you've patched my spirit-quilt

Those times I'd felt you twisting, I was blind

And ignorant in varying degrees

The ripping pain tore up my fragile mind

Infecting like a terminal disease

But when your patches cover up my tears

And, soaked with understanding, I can see

I see the faulty nature of my fears

I see you've woven brand new parts of me

This patchwork quilt, you've torn, and put to mend

But mended more than torn me, in the end
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Trees

Lloyd Smedbron
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Peace in the Garden
Tania Blanco
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Patty Davoust
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Confessions ofTwo Young Adult Sex Queens
Miranda Max

"I'm the virgin. That's my deal, and it's silly that you even had to ask. I'm the one

nobody's fucked and so everybody wants to. It's not that I'm terribly attractive, or really smart

and funny or any of that bullshit, it's that I'm No Mans Land. They want to he the first, von

know? Like the man on the fucking moon, stick his flag in so to speak."

"But Midge you are attractive, and you're smart and funny."

"Ann don't be stupid. I said bullshit, that's all silly bullshit. Men don't reallv care if

you're cute or fugly, or smart or a complete moron. If you've got a cunt you'll do." Midge then

inhaled deeply on her freshly lit Camel cigarette, and released the smoke in wavy lines and spirals

through the still air and up toward the sky. Along with this was a heavy sigh. "And these are

just facts of life." she continued soberly, "they should he in more text books that they use to

inform young people at schools with."

"That men will fuck anyone? Yeah, that's a great way to teach young women about self-
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respect and abstinence."

"What the fuck do you know about self-respect or abstinence? Aren't you the slut? Isn't

that your deal?"

A "Whoa," escaped Ann's lips as her body violently tilted away from Midge, and her eves

bugged tip, taking on a "I can't believe you just said that" look. "Look." she said directly. "I am
not the slut. Someone like Veronica is the slut. There is a difference between a slut and someone

who plainly likes sex."

"I find that you used the adjective plainly in that sentence funny for some reason."

Without any notice to Midge's previous comment. Ann's eves lingered on something in

the distance, something Midge knew nothing of. With her cigarette poised above her lips and

between two long, purple fingernails, Ann went on absently, "A slut has sex with lots of guvs.

Like remember when Veronica had sex with that Fred guy and Dave both that night at Mick's?

Well she had just broken up with Brad remember, and so she knew she wouldn't get laid later,

and she was all sad, and feeling alone and lost, and so she let two guys fuck her an hour between

each other. That's sluty. I would never do something like that. And women like that do it

because it fills something up inside them. Because she doesn't feel whole without it."

"Well she definitely puts good use to that hole."

Ann rolled her eyes at Midge and took a quick drag, "Funny" she replied drylv as Midge

leaned against the red brick wall and smiled at her own personal hilarity. The two smoked as

Ann continued. "Anyway," she said, "a women who likes sex, like me. doesn't have it to make

herself feel better, she does it because she enjoys it. It doesn't make her who she is, she already

knows who she is," and using her hand to emphasize every word she said, "A women who likes to
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get laid, that's who. It makes her feel good, she doesn't need it. She wants it." Rather aloofly

and with a bit of flight she added, "
I believe that pleasure is a delicate thing. I feel that when

you neglect pleasure, you're neglecting yourself." Ann went on looking at the big blue sky after

that, as though she were repeating in her mind what had just escaped her lips, and as though it

was utterly poetic and simplistic.

Midge looked steadily at Ann for a moment, and being far from simplistic or poetic,

many things went through her condescending mind. She turned over what she had just heard,

and dissected it word by word in the few moments of silence, until finally repeating, and pausing

shortly between each word of, "When you neglect pleasure you neglect yourself."

Ann looked at her, cigarette mid puff, and she asked Midge what she thought with her

eyes.

"I don't think I agree with that statement Ann." replied Midge.

"Why not?"

"Well," Midge moved away from the wall she'd been leaning against and stood with her

feet wide apart and arms crossed, but with the hand that held a cigarette very close to its filter,

propped up near her lips, "it's shit." she said. "Pleasure is one of those things that weak people

feed in to. It's almost like you're saying sex is a necessity."

"No no, see that's where you missed me, I said I don't need sex, I merely want it. So

obviously it's not a necessity."

Midge shifted in that way that she does, and dropped the cigarette from her fingers

crushing it beneath her blue sneaker. She watched as the ember slowly hissed out on the pave-

ment. "I guess what I'm confused about is what this 'pleasure' that you're talking about really is.

Let's look at it as only sex, cause we're talking sex here." Pausing to gather, she continued, "I

neglect myself then, cause I don't have sex. Is that right?"

"No, not necessarily, maybe, but that's really beside the point. You're the virgin remem-

ber?"

"How is that beside the point?"

"Because you don't know pleasure."

"I know pleasure."

"Ok you know pleasure, but not this pleasure. Sex is a certain kind of pleasure, like you

basically said, and someday you will understand." Anne shook her head up and down in a way
sort of encouraging to Midge.

"Someday." Midge said bluntly, and laughed. She noticed a man walking down the road

in front of the store, older and wearing a ball cap and corduroy pants, and watched him till he

was out of her sight.

Ann was saying, "A slut neglects pleasure," and while talking twirled a strand of her dark

hair around one of the fingers that had previously held a cigarette. "Sluts don't always enjoy sex

you know. Half the time they don't want to do it. They do it because they feel like they have to.

Without it they'd be lost. They just don't know anything else about themselves and so they fall

into this sort of, pattern I guess."

"How do you know all this about sluts Ann? Are you sure you're not a slut?"

"Yes I'm sure. And it's common knowledge." Pointing a finger at Midge and raising her

eyebrows, she said, "Which is why it's not in text books for young people."

"Because they alreadv know it?"

"Yep."

"Well, where in the world have 1 been?"

"Places without men."

Turning on her and hugging herself. Midge declared, "That's not true."

Laughing Ann said, "I know, I'm kidding. But it really is common knowledge. Come on
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Midge, don't try to tell me that you didn't know that women who are insecure and may have

internal issues to deal with, don't use sex as a sort of power. A sort of way to gather the control

that they feel they've lost, or never had."

"Ok I won't. But what I don't understand is how the hell these sluts wind up in this posi-

tion. I mean, isn't there anything they can do to avoid it? Why don't they understand that it's

not a solution? That sex isn't some kind of war?"

Pausing and softlv looking a moment at Midge, then dropping her eves to her fingernails

that she held out in front of her, Ann noticed how shiny they were in the bright sun, and

thought. Finally Anne said, "I don't know really. I think it has to do with a lot of things.

Maybe they were abused at a young age, maybe raped, maybe it happens if you're mothers a slut

or you're father wasn't around, or if you grow up on Brittany Spears and Lindsay Lohan ...or if

you're an orphan. Yeah, like an orphan who never knew what love was until she got adopted bv

this really old couple who couldn't barely see her without their glasses that she was always get-

ting for them, and she got this job. at like a grocery store, and one day, like the worst most mind-

less day possible, this reallv beautiful guy comes in." Pausing a quick moment and standing

straight up, Ann's eyes went back to something far away and her words began to pick up, ener-

getically she continued, "He's like total babe you know? Blue eyes, great smile, nice butt, and he

just sweeps her off her feet, takes her out to his car and fucks her brains out. Like it felt great

and everything, like she got off four of five times, like it was a serious procedure. Like real,

good, sex." Stopping again, her hands paused to rest after helping tell the story. Then she con-

cluded, rather tragicallv with, "And now she has this idea that this is love. Because it's all she

knows."

Standing still, and with a look of complete horror on her face. Midge asked. "Jesus God,

is that a true story?"

Relaxing as if she had just gotten laid, Ann leaned against the wall and said. "Oh no. I

just made it up. You know, like, what if?"

"Oh my God. You're crazy."

"Well it could happen."

Midge sounded somewhat hvsterical, as she said. "I guess. I mean probably, what the

fuck though, that was fucked up. You like made up this whole elaborate story about some

orphan getting laid in the parking lot of a grocery store. And what the hell was with that part

about the old people, not being able to see or something? And four or five orgasms? That's not

even possible."

"How would you know?"

Somewhat defensively Midge stated, "1 may be a virgin Ann, but it's no secret that four

or five orgasms, let alone one, is in truth what the serious procedure is."

"Whatever. You don't really know at all. Maybe that was the true part of the story."

"What are you trying to say, you've had that many orgasms?"

"Maybe."

"Yeah, ok Anne, and you're probably an orphan too."

"Seriously Midge, what if I had?"

"I'd already know if you had. You would have told me."

"What makes you think I'cl tell you?" Anne asked mysteriously. "Or maybe it happed

last night and I haven't had a chance to."

"Whatever," Midge replied in annoyance, "You probably wouldn't even tell me. I'd for-

gotten about that oath of the whores , fuck and don't tell."

"I just explained to you why I'm not a fucking whore! Do I need to elaborate further

still?"

"No no, please don't. Just excuse my forgetfulness. I believe it's from my lack of sex.
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"You're such a bitch."

"No it's true. Didn't you hear that new study, that like the more sex you have the

smarter you get?"

"No. Are you serious?" Asked Anne, trying to keep her curiosity low key, "Where did

you hear that?"

"Uui... I forget, I read it somewhere. Oh yeah, I think it might have been out of the new

edition of I'm a Dumb Slut." With that Midge began to laugh heartily.

"Fuck you," was Anne's immediate reaction in words, along with, "you're such a stupid,

prude-ass, teasy, little bitch. Go fuck yourself, because that's all you can get anyway."

"Good one," Midge exclaimed through laughter. And then gathering herself together

said, "Ok, anyway, here's what we've established thus far: I'm the virgin and I'm appealing

because I'm fresh on the market, like a new item that everybody wants to try but is too expen-

sive."

"Well, that's holding yourself rather highly isn't it?"

"Call truth what you will. Veronica is a slut because she likes cock in her hole to fill her-

self up as a whole."

"Right. That was a good one. Accurate."

"Thanks. So... then what the fuck are you?"

"Oh, well I'm the lover obviously. I don't need sex, I just love it."

"Yeah... ok, but what would you do if no one ever wanted to have sex with you again? I

mean suppose Tim dumped your ass tonight, you're telling me you wouldn't run out, maybe not

right away, but definitely after forty-eight hours, and find some new guy to screw? Cause I bet

you'd be needing it by then."

"Oh no Midge, I'd probably just masturbate. Pleasure not sex remember?"

"Oh. Well then. Ok so you're the lover because you love sex, you don't need it."

"Great."

Pulling out a new cigarette. Midge cpiietly said, "Sometimes I think I'm just insane."

"Oh you're not insane Midge, you're just horny." And while pulling out another cigarette

for herself, Anne added, "And if you're insane so am I. But how did we ever wind up having

such a silly conversation anyway?"

"I don't know. You asked me what my deal was and I told you."

"Well. I didn't except your response what-so-ever Midge. I was onlv noticing that you've

been sort of quiet today, and I was wondering why."

"Well I was thinking."

"About sex?"

"About a lot of stuff."

"Well either way, I enjoyed the conversation."

"You found it pleasant?"

"Oh yes."

Midge leaned slightly in toward Anne, and asked provocatively, "As pleasant as let's

on
say... sex:

With another roll of her eyes she replied, "1 don't know about that Midge. But close."

"Yeah well," Midge said as she leaned back into the red brick wall, "T can hardly compete

with four or five orgasms."
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Haven: Masters ofArt

Carrianna Renwick

The dead artists and poets

Go off to their own place

With pen, pencil, paint brushes,

Charcoal, color pens and pencils,

And vast amounts of paper

Artists paint the sky

The sunrise and sunset

Clouds are smudges

Left by the writers

Who write what everyone says

In the mortal realm

Out of everyone who has died

They come back later on

And follow their chosen one

Till their sweet end

And tell them what to say

While making them act and react

To the situations around them

Artists paint the clothes

For people to wear

While writers write a screenplay

For the person's entire life.
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Shepard of the Hills

Tamara Jayne Cogan
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Not Yours to Take
Clayton Adams

Borders traced in shifting sands

Like map ink speaks in different tongues.

Land and water claimed and named,

by blood that cries, "It's ours."

Once a line that trickled into blank paper spaces,

explore, discover, chart the maps already plotted

Long ago,

Before they planted banners like dead trees.

Conquer, use the savage, impose your politic,

Civil lies.

Rip the woods from their mother's embrace,

Suck out her viscous black.

Imprison the rivers, make their might your slave,

Drown the land for a fistful of gold,

Put it in a pocket full of holes.

Progress is costly, but to those who pay the hill

are not always buyers.

Choose, act, do.

Struggle ends with bended knee,

accept with open palm.

The gifts that can't belong to you

were given to us all.
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Leaving

Karen Webb Owen

I remember trees:

Black Walnut

My husband liked the tree,

tall and old with wide branches

reminding him of the dark wood

he'd once shaped into a puzzle,

given to me before we married.

It dropped its sticky resin on the car,

once even denting its roof with the hard nuts,

stolen by noisy squirrels each fall who

left insulting piles of hulls all over the yard.

He's prune it carefully, keeping the wood

wishing he could dry it and work it properly,

showing us the beautiful heart wood.

Lately it has dropped branches in the driveway

and sullenly torn a shingle from the garage roof.

The branches droop low, as if mourning.

I find its offspring in unexpected parts of the yard,

sprouting like memories.

Norway Maple

Once my son's favorite,

providing yellow leaves to pile

into golden mounds for October birthday parties.

His swing set was a getaway to its branches.

Boys would roost there like crows, shouting,

then race off to eat mulberries.

The mulberry fell in a storm;

weeds hae replaced the swings.

If the weeds were replaced with a bench,

I don't know if he'd return.

I don't know even if this is the tree

he hid in when his father died.
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Entrapment 2

Jacqueline Withers
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Daydreamer
Pat Pope
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Untitled 1

Andrea Mikenas

Late night

scribbling on guest check

receipts

time capsules

crumpled carbon copies

of the day.

Blue eyes

burned into my mind

pierce through the smoke

("i" before "e," except after "c");

bartender cleans the last glasses

in the swirling sink of grey, should this he gray?

The stool where you sat

In my imagination

stands vacant;

My ashtray fills with unspoken words.

I trade it in for a new one.

"Last call," I tell myself,

and light up again.
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Invisible Love Letters #6
Bonnie White

* Little fingers

go rat-a-tat-tat

on the shell of my heart

Longing for attention

driving for something deeper

Knowing no apprehension

the fingers pry deeper

Burrowing their flesh and bone

Inside the pulsating muscle

That I call home to my love and sorrow

Tapping, then tearing

Tour little fingers work their magic

Work their way in

Into my heart
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Instructions to my Roman Guide
Wilda Morris

Show me the Via Salaria

where Gauls marched south,

the valley which glowed

with campfires the night

before they crossed the Tiber

into Rome. Lead me to the boundaries

set by the earthen rampart

of Servius Tullius circling the city

the Gauls sacked and burned.

Take me to the place

where Roman magistrates

sat on ivory chairs awaiting martyrdom

while their people fled. Show me
where the Capitol stood - saved

by the cackle of sacred geese -

and the Sublician Bridge where Albinus

left his wife and children behind,

taking the Vestal Virgins

and their sacred fire to safety

in his ox-drawn cart.

Show me the Pyre

where the Gauls piled

and burned corpses

of fallen comrades

before Rome paid them off

and they returned north

to fight another foe.

Tell me - where are these Gauls

who humbled Rome,

eternal city on the Tiber?
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Moonlight in the Bedroom
Mardelle Fortier

My room was almost dead still. Not even a clock could be heard. The curtains barely

breathed.

Slowly awakening, I became aware that I was lying on my side. How odd; normally, I slept

on my back. I realized I should have closed the window; cool air chilled the sheet over me.

Through the window, moonlight spilled like something melting. Strange reflections danced

in the mirror over the bureau.

I knew I should turn over. But I could not push myself to do it. Groggily I lay on my side,

with my heart beating faster. The sheet grew cooler, and I shivered in a thin cotton nightgown.

Outside, a car drove past and lights flickered wildly around the room. Afterwards, in the silence, I

felt very alone.

Something told me to turn over, and look on the other side of my bed. The whole room felt

peculiar, lit up with significance. It was important to find out what it was.

Cautiously I began to shift, but only my feet moved. The rest of me remained frozen.

I was alone in the house. My heart beat wildly in my chest. I tried to swing my neck

around, but it remained locked. No more cars passed. The moon was carried, limp and pale, behind

a cloud. My lower body hurt from remaining so long in a rigid position.

There's no reason to look around, I told myself. There's nothing in my room.

I tried to get back to sleep. Closing my eyes, I cast around for my most recent dream. But

it had scattered into bones, drifting in some mysterious sea. My toes felt like ice. I attempted to

shift my feet, but could not even wiggle them. They grew numb.

Like a dead weight, the moon dropped into the clouds. I could see almost nothing in the

dark, except some odd snake-like things on the bureau.

Some weird presence was in my room. Bight behind me. The idea burned in my brain. I

stared at the walls and up at the bottomless well of ceiling. What could be in my room? Why did

I feel dread in my cold stomach?

All my senses were on alert. I no longer felt at all sleepy, but I squeezed my eyes shut. I did

not want to know what made the room seem so different. Mentally, I buried myself under the cov-

ers. Yet in reality, I was stiff with terror.

Curiosity boiled inside me. With all my will, I tensed my muscles to shift position. I

clenched my teeth together until they hurt, but I could not move an inch.

I wanted to scream. My mouth did come open, but no sound came out. My head hurt as

though someone was squeezing it with a frozen metal band. I tried to cry, but no tears came. My
eyes closed to shut out the room. Each of my fingers felt cramped and icy.

Without warning, the moon sprang to life and filled the room with silver. My body relaxed;

I wiggled my toes, rubbed my feet together. In the stillness I laughed out loud. All my life I'd been

high strung and imaginative. Squirming, I stretched my tight, tingling skin; rolled over on my
back.

Wanting to know that I was for sure alone, I stared down at the floor on the other side of

the bed.

A body lay on the floor. It was wrapped in a white sheet. It lay perfectly still. I could

glimpse some strands of hair. I could not make out the face, but I knew without a doubt it was my
own.
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Morgue
Copper Tuma
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Entrapment 4

Jacqueline Withers
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The Novel
Barbara Armbruster

I eat a book

with canine ferocity,

tearing at the chapters,

gulping convulsively

with the hunger of it,

gnawing close to the bone,

growling deep in the throat

at all who come near.

When the fever is upon me,

I find a secret place

for my guilty assignation

and hold the pages close

even if dinner burst---

the fire goes out---

the relentless ringing

might be an emergency.

I give myself over

to the spell of the storyteller,

ripping my bodice to the waist

and muttering huskily. Take me,

knowing this is an obsession,

knowing that there is no cure,

knowing the madness will pass to my kin

as long as best sellers endure.
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How You Hoped to be Remembered
Cynthia Jele

You're an illegal immigrant and work as a live-in nanny for a wealthy suburban family. The

Halters, whom you found in the Help Wanted section of tlie local newspaper, have two children-

Sara aged 5 and a two-year-old boy named Dylan. Sara displays behavior typical for that age-she

is moody and throws violent temper tantrums. She is manipulative and often gets away with every-

thing. Dylan is a sweet, happy toddler who always has a smile on his plump face. The children's

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Halter, whom you simply cannot call by their first names, Tom and Kelly,

despite their insistence, are a pleasant couple with a busy work schedule.

The Halters live in a large six bedroom, five bath house, complete with three car garages.

Your bedroom in the basement is enormous and furnished with all amenities-a cushy queen-sized

bed, a larger-than-life walk-in closet, a television and a VCR set. You have a private hath too. The

living arrangement is a far cry from the modest shack you call home back in your country, and

which your husband and children share with your in-laws and other family members.

The Halter children have their own expensively furnished rooms. Seeing this makes your

heart ache; your two little girls hack home have to share a small bedroom and a hunk bed with their

two cousins.

You are 30 years old. You came in this country in a desperate attempt to provide for your

family. You're a qualified teacher in your country. You remember the day you received the teacher's

diploma, what a happy day that was. You will find a job and support your family, you thought. No
more living in poverty, no more living in squalor conditions. You're a teacher now, you told your-

self. For three years you searched for a job, a teaching post at first. Nothing. The education depart-

ment had a hiring freeze on all teaching posts, you were told. You waited patiently, but the freeze

was never lifted. Dejected but hopeful, you set out to look for another job, any position. For three

years nothing came through; too many qualified persons, not enough opportunities. You had no

alternative but to look someplace else.

You, however, cannot teach here, they tell you. Your education is not good enough for this

country. Your qualifications are irrelevant to them. Here you are an uneducated, undocumented

nobody. You're despondent and almost broke when you find the Halters. They like you from the

beginning. Your maturity makes you a perfect fit for them, they say. Plus, they're interested in your

story: life at home, hungry children, unemployed spouse, and sickly in-laws. They sympathize.

Mrs. Halter even gets teary and says, "Oh, honey. What a terrible thing that is happening in your

country. A very bad thing."
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You've been with the Halters for over two years now, twenty six months to be exact. You
intend to make this your last year with them. Your husband, now self-employed, thanks to the

money you've been sending home each month, tells you he's saving most of it so you can finally

open the restaurant when you return. The new house is almost done, he'll be moving there with the

children very soon, he says. Tour children are the one keeping you sane. You draw your strength

from listening to their eager and happy voices on the phone or by looking at their pictures. They've

grown. It breaks your heart that you haven't seen them the entire time here-you don't have the

right traveling documents.

Tou've made a few friends with other live-in nannies here. They, like you, come from all

over the world: Bulgaria, Lithuania, Mexico and Poland, and each has a story, mostlv sad, to tell.

Tou meet at the park where you take the children. You bring baskets, share the contents, and rem-

inisce about home. Tou also gossip endlessly about the rich and vain employers: who is divorcing,

who is pregnant, who is having an affair and who has the most money. You daydream about hav-

ing that much money and discuss what you'll do with it. You laugh yourselves silly afterwards.

Tou spend your days off. half-a-Saturday and a full Sunday, in you room reading. You've taken to

Maya Angelou's inspirational books. You also frequent the $2 movie theater and the Chinese buf-

fet two blocks from your house. Tou like the sweet chicken with beef fried rice. You've never eaten

Chinese food before. Sometimes you and your friends go to the city where you visit the museums,

picnic by the lake, or visit the ethnic neighborhoods.

You work 50 hours a week. You cook, bathe, drive, and entertain the children. Ton also

clean the bouse, wash, iron, and mend ripped clothes. In the summer, everybody's favorite time of

the year, you take the children to the neighborhood pool everyday for a few hours. They like it

there. You watch Dylan waddles and splashes in the shallow end, his blue water goggles tightly clad

on his face. Sara likes the water slide. Now that she is able to go down on her own. she climbs the

fifty steps and slides down unassisted. She does this the entire time you're there; she never tires of

going up those stairs.

On this particular afternoon, you're at pool with the children. After having chosen the best

spot under the umbrella shade, you unpack the beach bag and put their goggles on. You realize

that you left the sunscreen lotion in the car; Dylan was playing with the tube on your way to the

pool. It is hot, above 100, the children need sunscreen lotion. You tell Sara to watch her little broth-

er while you run to the car to get it. You instruct her firmly not to go near the water until you come

back.

You've just closed the car door, lotion in one hand, when suddenly loud screams and life-

guards' whistles blare from the pool. It can't be a signal for a break already, you think, something

has happened. You run back towards the entrance. You notice immediately that the pool has been

cleared and a crowd has gathered by the lifeguard's station. Someone is yelling, "Call the ambu-

lance!" A woman's voice is frantically shouting, "Whose child is this? Who's responsible for this

child?" You look for Sara and Dvlan but they are not in the chairs under the umbrella where you

left them.

You start to panic, you heartbeat increases, and tears start to form around your eyes.

Where are they? Please, God don't let it be them. Whatever is happening over there, don't let it be

them. You move closer to the crowd, pushing your way through. Now the teenage boy lifeguard

asks. "Who's with this child?"

You hear murmurs around the crowd; somebody is saying, "I can't believe someone would

leave children alone like this?"
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Another agrees, "So irresponsible!"

Yet another chip in, "What kind of a parent would leave a child unattended at the pool?"

The first thing yon notice is Dylan's Spiderman's trunks, the one you bought just yester-

day at K-mart. He is wailing in the lifeguard's shoulders.

He's with me, you say and suddenly everyone turns to face you. Sara hears you voice,

"Martha, Martha!" she screams, as she searches for you. You see her and kneel on the concrete with

your arms wide open. She throws herself into them and starts to apologize profusely for not watch-

ing Dylan.

It's not your fault, you say. Everything is all right. Everything is okay.

Just then, Dylan sees you; he stops crying abruptly. He wiggles out of the lifeguard's arms

straight into yours. He is smiling and says, "Martha, me under water. Me under water." The life-

guard starts to say something, asking questions or explaining what happened, but you can't tell.

You don't hear anything except the children's heartbeats thumping gently as you hold them. You

close your eyes and mutter, Thank God, Thank God. The blowing whistles jostle you out of your

prayer. Everyone heads back into the water. Children laughter and water splashes everywhere. The

pool's order is restored.

The paramedics arrive shortly and check on the boy.

"He'll be fine," they say, "make sure he stays warm. You're lucky ma'am the guards saw the

child before he was on the deep end, otherwise it could have been a fatal accident. Children this

young almost never make it if they drown." Before they leave, they congratulate the staff for doing

an excellent job.

The police are next to arrive. Except for a few caucusing parents angrily jabbing in your

direction, the pool shows no sign of an earlier disturbance.

"Ma'am, I'm Sergeant Smith", a tall blond officer introduces himself. "Are you these chil-

dren's childcare provider?" He asks, not bothering with the pretense that you could be more than

a nanny to them.

Yes, you reply rather sheepishly. There is something about this sergeant that makes you

feel uncomfortable.

"What is you name and address, ma'am?" He asks pulling out a small notebook. You give

this information; he scribbles it down quickly.

"Can you explain to me what happened here today?"

You explain how you left the sunscreen lotion in the car. How you made sure the children

were safely far away from the pool while you went to get it. How you heard screams and whistles

coming from the pool as you made your way back. How you found the children missing from under

the umbrella where you left them. How you pushed your way through the crowd and found the life-

guard holding Dylan, the young one. You don't know anymore, you say politely.

He writes all this down, his pens moves furiously through the page.

"Ma'am, where are the children's parents? Have you contacted them?" He asks.

Yes, I've called but tliey didn't answer. I left a message for them to call me back as soon as

they can. They are in Florida and are not due until tomorrow, you tell the sergeant.

He looks at you and sighs a little.

"Ma'am, I'm afraid I can't leave you alone with the children. Is there anybody else, a rela-

tive or close family friend that can take care of the children?"

This cannot be true you think, you've been a good nanny to these children, how can this

sergeant treat you like an irresponsible person.

Sir, I've been a good child care provider to the children. What happened today was an hon-

est mistake. Please don't take away the children; they've been through enough already. You plead

with him. He only shakes his head.

"I'm sorry ma'am but the law does not take kindly to child neglect cases. I don't make the
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law, I merely follow it. After the children are taken care of. I'm afraid I have to take you with me.

I'm sorry ma'am but I have no choice. Now is there anyone you can call to pick them up?"

He asks again with annoyance in his voice. You realize that he's ready to make the arrest.

He probably has been waiting for a moment like this for some time now. Now that it is here, he's

ready to make his move.

Tears are now flowing out of your eyes uncontrollably, Sara and Dylan start to cry too.

It's okay, don't cry. Everything is okay. You whisper to them.

Tou call the children's grandmother, Nana, who lives only a few miles from the Halters

house. She picks up on the third ring. You explain quickly the situation, though you can barely

make what you're saying yourself. She does not comprehend a word you're saying but understands

that something has happened and you're asking her to come to the pool, the subdivision pool.

With the children still clutched on both your arms, you move to pick up the rest of your

stuff. The sergeant follows. He offers to help carry the pool bag and the children's shoes. You can

barely see where you're going; your eyes are blinded by the tears. Sara, aware of your temporary

blindness, wriggles out of your arm to her feet. She holds your hand and guides you towards the

car.

It seems like ages before the children's Nana arrives.

"Oh my God, Martha! What happened? Are you okay?" She jumps out of the car, leaving

it straddled between two parking spots, and runs towards you and the children. Dvlan shouts with

delight "Nana, Nana", and extend his arms towards her. Sara tightens her grip around your hand.

For a minute you all stand embraced in a big group hug. The sergeant clears his throat, and

breaks the hug. Nana turns towards him. He explains what happened.

"You can't take her away. It was an honest mistake, the children are fine. She's been very

good with them. I'm sure whatever happened there was a simply an accident that could have hap-

pened to anyone, yourself included."

Your sobs soften for a minute. An ounce of courage returns to you, Nana is here, every-

thing will be fine you tell yourself. Sergeant Smith maintains that child negligence is a serious

offense, "Only yesterday," he continues, "we had to take a mother who left her children in the car

while she did her shopping. She left the children in that car for the whole hour! In that heat!" He

states this as a matter of fact.

"That's different from the situation today," Nana interjects before he can continue.

"Martha did not spend an hour in the car. You cannot equate her situation with that story

of yours, it's absurd." She is starting to get angry; the sergeant is unbending though.

"It's the law ma'am, there's nothing I can do. It's beyond my control." He maintains.

"We'll sort this out Martha. Don't worry; we'll take care of this mess. God, I'm so sorry this

is happening to you."

At this moment you realize that you're going to jail, that nothing Nana says will save you

from spending a night or more behind bars. You've never been to jail before. Tou've heard stories

and seen movies of what happens in those places. The thought and realization brings a new wave

of tears. You begin to cry unintelligibly.

"Oh honey, oh poor child." Nana hugs you.

The sergeant speaks to you, "Don't worry ma'am. We'll take of you. The place is not bad

at all; it's only a short stay detention center, certainly no murderers there."

You look up and see that it is a different sergeant speaking. Where did he come from? Has

he been there the whole time?

"You'll have to leave the car here. You can get it tomorrow, after the children's parents

return." He says sympathetically.

Okay, you respond, somehow feeling a little eased by the sergeant's words.

You give Nana the keys to the house and the minivan. Before she takes the children to her car, you
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hug, kiss and tell them you'll see them tomorrow, that Nana will take care of them today because

you have to go with the police to the station. Nana promises to sort the mess as soon as she gets

home. She will talk to her attorney. They will get you out of there before the day is over.

You watch them drive off, Sara waves at you until the car is out of sight. The sergeant, the sym-

pathetic one, opens the back door of the car for you. They don't handcuff you, and you're grate-

ful.

* sfc * * ^

At the police department, they take down your information again, finger prints, picture,

and your wallet. The department shows no sign of action-110 drunkards resisting fingerprinting or

prostitutes flirting with officers.

A female officer introduces herself as Lieutenant Myers. She leads you down a florescent lit

hallway through a dozen of half-empty cells. Most of the occupants are napping; the few that are

reading or writing glance in your direction as you follow Officer Myers down to the closest empty

cell. She inserts the key, slides the bar-door open and tells you to make yourself comfortable. She

has heard your case; she tells you not to worry about a thing. Aou'll be out of there in no time.

The cell has two narrow beds, low to the ground, each covered with a thin thermal blan-

ket. A small locker separates them. Aou sit on the one closest to the door. You close your eyes and

try to make sense of it all. You retrace your day from the time you woke up, fed the children break-

fast right after their parents left for Florida, took them to the park where you watched Dylan go

down the slide on his own for the first, played Barbies with Sara while her brother took a nap,

packed the pool bag and finally took them to the pool. Everything up to this point is vivid in your

mind, what happened afterwards is simply-blur.

Lieutenant Myers' voice announcing the presence of your lawyer startles you. Aou follow

her to a room, the common room, down the corridor. A tall gentleman in his fifties clad in golf gear

and showing signs of recent sunburn, greets you warmly. His name is Bernard Griffin. He is a good

friend of Mrs. Dayton (Nana). He has gotten the report from the police but needs to hear your

account as well.

"There's good and bad news here Martha," he says after listening to what you had to say.

"The bad news is that we will not be able to see the judge until Monday. The court is closed on

weekends. The good news is, this is a misdemeanor case. Since vou have no prior convictions and

the Halters will not press charges, the case is likely to be dismissed. If not, you'll be ordered to do

community service; nothing major or jail time." He adds that you should not say anymore to any-

one without talking to him first. When he's done he touches you shoulder and tell you to hang in

there.

% sf: ^

The Halters come to see you on Saturday, as soon they get in from Florida. Mrs. Halter

cries and is apologetic the entire visit. They have spoken to Mr. Griffin and will work with him until

you're out of there. The children misses you, Sara is still a little shaken and asks why you're still at

the police station.

"How is it in there? Are they treating you right?" Mr. Halter asks with great concern in his

voice. His eyes do not meet yours.

So far it is okay, you say. The officers are kind. There's only a dozen or so of us in there.

Last night at dinner, I got to meet the other detainees. No one has said why they're here. Another

woman, Kathy, was brought in around midnight for DUI. I share the cell with her.

"What about stuff like cosmetics and underwear, should we bring those for you?" Mrs.
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Halter asks between sobs.

No, you say. They've provided you with the supplies; soap, toothpaste, toothbrush a cup

and spoon, and some clothing.

You spend most of the weekend in your cell or in the common room watching reruns of old

shows. You are also allowed an hour outside and another to use the indoor gym, or the small

library.

On Monday morning Mr. Griffin is there, the judge will hear your case in two hours. He's

brought you a change of clothes and will meet you in court. Before he leaves, you ask him about

your status, your illegal status in the country and whether it will have any effect in your case. He

hopes not, he say, he certainly hopes it does not come up. But it does.

Mr. Griffins is waiting outside the courthouse when you arrive in the police van; a few of

other detainees have a court date. He paces the steps of the courthouse and frantically looks at his

watch. Something is wrong, you think He sees the van and quickly moves towards it. He has a wor-

ried look on his face. When you get off the van, he walks with you towards the courthouse

entrance.

The courthouse is packed with family members there to support the detainees. The Halters

are there too. You do not hear most of what goes on during the hearings. When your name is called

you jump out of the seat. Mr. Griffin motions you to move forward. The judge, a middle age women
with a stern face, reads the police report and ask Mr. Griffin questions. It is hard for you to hear

what is being said, your mind is buzzing with thoughts-you're deeply sorry for what happened to

Dylan. You shouldn't have left the children by themselves even for a minute. You're sorry to the

Halters for causing all the trouble. You're a good person. You're a good mother and wife. And until

three days ago have been a good nanny. You look up to this stern looking woman and wonder what

she'll do with yon.

The judge's voice jostles you, "Miss, are you aware of the charges brought against you?"

She asks in a hard voice. Her eyes meet yours; they're piercing but have no malice.

Yes, ma'am, you reply. You stomach flutters, you throat tightens. You can feel your tear ducts fill-

ing.

The judge explains the seriousness of child neglect and the newly passed laws governing

such offenses. After talking for about fifteen minutes, most of which you don't hear-your sobs have

completely taken over-she finally sets a date for your next court appearance, in two weeks. A bond

of $1,000 is set.

Mr. Griffin shakes his head and mutters, "I was hoping for a dismissal Martha. We'll have

to work with the situation," he says in a resigned voice. Mr. Halter approaches you, they'll pay the

bond, he says.

* * * * *

But there is a problem with your bond. Since you're not a citizen of this country, you have

to hand the authorities your passport; it's a regular procedure, the officer handling your hail

explains. You know what this means, so does Mr. Griffin: a new charge and definitely no bail. You

heart doesn't beat faster at the thought. Your head doesn't spin. Your eyes don't swell with tears.

You look at him and tell him you're ready for whatever happens. He smiles and says you're a brave

woman. Very brave indeed.

You spend four weeks at the detention center; the new development, the immigration vio-

lation charge, has made your case complex. You're now on the first name with the officers: Dora,

Anita, and Lucy. Only a day before, Dora bought you a ten dollar phone card. You called your hus-

band and told him you were coming back in two weeks. He was surprised, why so sudden, he asked

with concern. Because you miss them so much, you explained, you couldn't bear to be away any
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longer. He was happy. He would tell the girls. He would probably throw a party. That would be

nice, you said. That would be nice.

But there is a problem with your bond. Since you're not a citizen of this country, you have

to hand the authorities your passport; it's a regular procedure, the officer handling your bail

explains. You know what this means, so does Mr. Griffin: a new charge and definitely no bail. \ou

heart doesn't beat faster at the thought. Your head doesn't spin. Your eyes don't swell with tears.

You look at him and tell him you're ready for whatever happens. He smiles and says you're a brave

woman. Very brave indeed.

You spend four weeks at the detention center; the new development, the immigration vio-

lation charge, has made your case complex. You're now on the first name with the officers: Dora,

Anita, and Lucy. Only a day before, Dora bought you a ten dollar phone card. You called your hus-

band and told him you were coming back in two weeks. He was surprised, why so sudden, he asked

with concern. Because you miss them so much, you explained, you couldn't bear to be away any

longer. He was happy. He would tell the girls. He would probably throw a party. That would be

nice, you said. That would be nice.

The Halters visit you almost every day. None of your nanny friends have been to see you;

however they all send with the Halters your favorite dishes. Maria sends chicken fajitas; Anna,

Polish sausage and perogies; and Sandra sends cepelinai. Mrs Halter says they've all come to the

house to inquire about you, but are afraid to visit in case they get into trouble too. You understand

and ask her to tell them.

You've made peace with all that has happened, God intended for it to end like this, you rea-

son. You're happy now and less burdened by it all. Even your sleep is not disturbed by nightmares.

The future doesn't look bad either. Your husband has built your house, and has started a trucking

business.

On the day of your hearing a representative from your government is there to observe. He
is clearly annoyed by your case. He has seen many cases like yours he says, and he doesn't under-

stand why people go to such extremes to come to this country.

"Our country is not that bad," he says, "people should exercise patience. Jobs will come and

everyone will prosper."

You agree with everything he says though inside you're fuming at his ignorance; obviously

he doesn't know what it's like to be poor and unemployed. You do not dare argue with him though.

You don't want to make him angry, in case he makes things difficult for you.

When you finally make another court appearance, the same stern-faced woman judge

resides. Her judgment is expected, 200 hours of community service which you will not serve

because you are to leave the country immediately. The government man says he will arrange for

your ticket, though he warns you that such things takes a long time, up to two months. The

Halters volunteer to buy your ticket; they cannot bear to see you locked up for another two

months. You will be able to leave the in few days.

On the day of your departure, you say a teary farewell to the officers and leave for the air-

port, accompanied by Mr. Griffin. The Halters, with Sara and Dylan, Nana, Sandra, Maria and

Anna are there too. You spend the hour before your plane leaves eating and laughing, the memory
of your ordeal temporarily forgotten. It is wonderful, you think, this is how you hoped to be

remembered.
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